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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this study was to determine attitudes of Verde Valley residents 

toward the presence of National Park Service (NPS) units in the area. The study area 

is largely undeveloped rural land which includes a perennial riparian expanse along 

the Verde River in central Arizona. Three National Park Service units protect 

significant local archaeological relics. 

The general public and local land use decision makers were polled, using 

random mail surveys and telephone interviews, to determine local values toward 

economic, visual, cultural, historic and natural resource issues. Responses from each 

group were compiled and compared for similarities and significant divergence. 

Results indicate this is a fairly satisfied community which highly values local 

natural and scenic resources but values the cultural/historic resources to a lesser 

degree. Results also indicate a lack of association between the relationship of the 

Verde River and other natural resources with the presence of NPS units. 
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"The earth can support more 'warm bodies' sustained as so many 
domestic animals in a polluted feed lot than it can support quality 
human beings who exercise the right of a pollution-free environment, a 
reasonable chance for personal liberty and a variety of options for the 
pursuit of happiness" (Odum, 1971). 

INTRODUCTION 

Problem 

In the 1980 State of the Parks Report, the National Park Service declared that 

the greatest threat to the integrity of national parks is land and resource development 

on lands adjacent to the parks. The purpose of this thesis is to explore the issues of 

land use adjacent to the Verde Valley NPS units, and to determine if there is 

indication that the valley community will support measures controlling surrounding 

land use to protect NPS units from harmful development impacts. Without assistance 

from the host community, the National Parks Service superintendent in the valley is 

faced with the onerous responsibility of single-handedly protecting the resources 

within the park from impacts outside the boundaries. In this case, the integrity of the 

parks and the quality of the visitor experience are in jeopardy, the legislative mandate 

to protect the park in perpetuity will be violated, and the community resources will be 

diminished. 

Goals of the Research 

The goals of this study are: 

1) to determine if the values of residents indicate an openness to support 
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protection of National Park Service units from impacts of development 

on adjacent lands in the Verde Valley; 

2) to discern the values of the land use decision makers toward protection of 

the NPS units; 

3) to understand Valley community dynamics in an effort to determine what is 

relevant to prospects for protection of the NPS units; and 

4) to consider what strategies seem appropriate for NPS personnel to adopt to 

advance the cause of protection of the units in the Verde Valley. 

Approach 

These research questions will be answered based on interpretation and 

comparison of results from a random mail survey and telephone interviews. Pertinent 

literature will be compared to develop concepts for appropriate planning and 

protection strategies for the National Park Service units. Specifically, influences of 

public policy on rural communities, rural social structure and demographic trends, 

and community development theories will be explored through the literature. It will 

also be important to learn what are the threats from development on lands adjacent to 

national parks. Finally, this research will explore land use control methods, 

theoretical institutional structures for regulatory development and tourism as a 

protection tool. 
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BACKGROUND AND RESOURCES OF THE VERDE VALLEY 

Study Area 

The Verde Valley is a unique natural and cultural setting, located within 

Yavapai County in central Arizona roughly 100 miles north of Phoenix and 100 miles 

south of the Grand Canyon (See Figure 1). Surrounded by plateau and mountain 

ranges, at elevations between 3,000 feet and 7,743 feet above sea level, this rural 

valley lies between the cool moist Colorado Plateau to the north and the hot arid 

Sonoran desert to the south. Seasonal temperatures in the valley are moderate in 

comparison to the cold winters of the northern regions and the hot summers of the 

southern regions within the state. Diurnal summer range is low 60's to high 80's and 

winter range is low 20's to the 60's. 

Seven incorporated towns, located along the perennial Verde River, make up 

the Verde Valley. This river has been a significant factor affecting human settlement 

patterns dating back to 1100 A.D when the native Sinagua people cultivated the land 

for agriculture and established cliff dwelling and pueblo communities until around 

1450 A.D. (NPS, 1986). During the Spanish exploration periods of the early 1500's, 

and later the westward Pioneer movement of the 1800's, the river provided a steady 

source of water for daily use as well as irrigation and fertile soil to support cultivation 

and settlement. In the late 1800's and into the 1900's, the river was a key element in 

the development of mining and ranching in the valley. 

Today, part of the upper segment of the Verde River is Arizona's only 
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designated Wild and Scenic River. The whole riparian system in the valley provides 

habitats of abundant plant communities of Cottonwood (Populus fremonti) and Verde 

Valley Sage (Salvia mearnsii) and special bird species including the Bald Eagle 

(Haliaeetus leucocephalus) and Peregrine Falcon fFalco peregrinus) (Arizona Outdoor 

Recreation Coordinating Commission, 1983). The river and it's plant and wildlife 

populations is the focus of much attention as the valley communities address issues 

pertinent to protection through the Verde River Corridor Project. 

Land Use 

Seventy-six percent of the land in Yavapai County is state or federally owned 

(Eagel, 1976). Most of the valley is surrounded by Prescott National Forest to the 

western portion and Coconino National Forest to the east. The Verde Valley is also 

host to three National Park Service units and three state historic parks. 

National forests in the valley offer some protection of the plant and wildlife 

communities particular to the area. However, significant natural areas and biotic 

communities in the Valley are on private land along the Verde River. The National 

Park Service units, Montezuma Castle, Montezuma Well and Tuzigoot National 

Monuments, preserve some of the cultural and historic relics in the valley which 

demonstrate the agricultural settlements of human communities believed to be linked 

to other agricultural settlements along the water courses of the low lands of southern 

Arizona and into Mexico. Three state parks, Dead Horse Ranch, Jerome and Fort 

Verde, provide outdoor recreation opportunities and overnight campsites. 
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Private land in the valley has been used for agriculture, mining, some 

manufacturing and recreation. This varied land use has resulted in a relatively 

diverse economy in Yavapai County in the past (Eagle, 1976; Claar & Erickson, 

1979). Consequently, this has helped to maintain relative economic stability with a 

low unemployment rate. However, as tourism becomes a stronger economic 

indicator, proliferation of low paying service jobs threatens the community's past 

economic security. In the recent past, proposals for a gravel mining operation along 

the Verde River and a rubber burning facility in the old, dormant smelter building of 

the Phelps Dodge Company were rejected on the grounds that they would foul the 

river and air in the valley. 

Population and Growth 

According to 1990 census reports, Yavapai County has experienced 58% 

growth since 1980. The Verde Valley population has risen from under 12,000 in 

1980 to a present 16,474 persons, a 37% growth rate. Camp Verde, ranking 21 out 

of 67 in growth rate of Arizona towns, increased 63.3% from a population of 3,824 

in 1980 to 6,243 in 1990. Clarkdale increased from 1,512 to 2,144 and Cottonwood 

increased from 4,550 to 5,918 in the past decade, resulting in a 41.8% and 30% 

growth rate respectively. Increased urbanization such as shopping centers, housing 

developments and wide, high-speed roads emerge as the population centers in the 

valley continue to grow. An extension of the Yavapai County Community College is 

located in Cottonwood with an enrollment of over 6,000 students. 
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Currently the southwestern states are bracing themselves for the onslaught of 

projected population growth. As such, the Verde Valley is in the process of planning 

for it's future. A major resort/residential development, the Verde Ranch project, has 

been approved in Clarkdale which will provide middle to upper income level housing 

units, but no affordable units per se, to the valley. The Phelps Dodge Company, long 

the major employer of the area with mining operations, plans to convert 904 acres of 

industrial land into development land zoned for high density residential and recreation 

use. The impacts of this residential development project, which abuts Tuzigoot 

National Monument, has become a concern of the Monument's superintendent. 

Transportation 

Three major road transportation corridors provide access into and through the 

valley. Interstate 17 runs north from Interstate 10 at Phoenix to Interstate 40 at 

Flagstaff. State Highway 89 connects the valley with the county seat in Prescott, and 

State Highway 279 runs along the south bank of the river connecting the largest 

population or attraction centers, Clarkdale, Cottonwood and Camp Verde. Railroad 

lines were developed in the valley between 1895 and 1911 (Claar & Erickson, 1979) 

to support mining, agriculture and ranching activities of that time. However these 

railroad lines are used today solely for tourism. 

Tourism 

The combination of recreational opportunities, year-round pleasant 

temperatures, scenic views, and proximity to Phoenix and other tourist attractions 
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provides notable incentive for tourism to the Verde Valley. In fact, tourism has 

replaced mining and agriculture as the leading economic activity in the valley and has 

been established as the primary long term goal for economic development by the 

Verde Valley Chamber of Commerce (Statement of Management, 1986). This shift 

from production to tourism marks a new phase of land use in the valley and generates 

an acute need for comprehensive and long range land use and economic planning. 

The Verde Valley stands on its own merits for tourism appeal. A study of 

tourism and recreation in the Verde Valley (Worden, 1981) indicated that more 

tourists visit from out of state based on word of mouth recommendations than any 

other form of advertising. This study identified Montezuma Castle National 

Monument, Jerome State Historic Park and Tuzigoot National Monument as the 

strongest attractions in the area. In 1990, Montezuma Castle and Tuzigoot had 

744,722 and 107,228 visitors respectively (NPS unit report) which nearly equaled 

projections made in 1981 for visitations in the year 2000. This indicates that tourism 

is increasing more rapidly than expected at the national parks, and is presumably 

impacting economic growth throughout the whole valley. If the community desires it, 

there is much potential for development of appealing tourism services that would draw 

the visitor to linger or stay in the valley and therefore increase direct tourism 

revenues. 

Future Growth 

Increased growth is expected to continue throughout Arizona into the 21st 



century. In the state of Arizona, less than 18% of the land is privately owned (Valley 

National Bank, 1974; Arizona Outdoor Recreation Coordinating Commission, 1983), 

and in Yavapai County, less than one quarter of the land is in private ownership. The 

state property tax base is dependent on private land use. Limited availability of 

private land requires careful planning of that land to insure the greatest available 

return of property taxes to support state, counties and towns and funding for public 

services which are, in turn, impacted by private land use. Many professional 

planners, resource managers and policy makers express the need for comprehensive, 

equitable planning that is based on long range cost-benefit analysis and social and 

environmental protection (Crosson, 1989, Vlachos, 1989, Richter, 1985). A healthy 

relationship between private property owners and public land protection is necessary 

for balanced economic and land use planning which incorporates sustainable resource 

management. 



LITERATURE REVIEW 

Rural communities are typically the repository for open lands, sensitive natural 

communities and the National Park Service units. They are also typically structured 

around federal aid, local social mores and satisfaction with routine life without much 

change. Population growth and encroaching urbanization threaten all aspects of the 

rural reality. Protection of these communities and the resources within them is a 

complex matter mired in the rights of private land ownership and the characteristic 

inertia of satisfaction. Successful planning for change requires engagement of 

community residents and leaders in discussions of community values and goals for the 

future. 

One planning strategy for the protection of special resources is to make them 

the center of attention. Tourism development in rural communities can capitalize on 

special resources attracting economic growth which encourages protection of the 

resources and economic stability for the community. National parks inherently 

stimulate tourism at the same time they are charged with protection of the natural or 

cultural resources within the park boundaries. If a local tourism market is to be 

cultivated in attempts to protect sensitive resources and NPS units, it is essential to 

determine if the resources are perceived as valuable. 

In attempting to understand the breadth of issues concerning land use in the 

Verde Valley it was necessary to refer to the literature of several disciplines. In 

order to comprehend the influences on rural communities, history and legislative 
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literature was consulted. Knowledge of the dynamics of a rural community was 

gained through the rural sociology and development literature. Comprehension of 

protection of rural community was increased by reference to legal and legislative 

literature. Appreciation of concepts for regulatory program development realized 

through public policy literature. An understanding of perceptions of community 

values was gained through the community development literature. And finally, the 

tourism and leisure research literature provided insights into the profile of tourism. 

This chapter describes the historical policies and events that have impacted 

rural community development and change. Discussion of the characteristics of a rural 

community are intended to convey dimensions and dynamics of rural society to better 

understand strategies for economic planning and land use control that will be locally 

supported. Tourism is cunently the most important economic activity in the Verde 

Valley. Exploration of tourism in this study is intended to illuminate its' potential as 

a useful protection tool for the local NPS units. A profile of tourism trends and 

potentials for the valley is discussed. 

HISTORY OF INFLUENCES ON RURAL COMMUNITIES 

Federal Policies 

The Jeffersonian philosophy of the self-reliant farmer conjures up a picture of 

rural life as perfect as the Walton family itself. The fallacy of this notion is 

independence implied by the term "self-reliant". Until the mid 1800's, rural 
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development in the U.S. occurred solely through the process of fee simple acquisition. 

For the purchase price, settlers bought the right to own land. In a radical turn, the 

Homestead Act of 1862 provided free land in the western states to those willing to 

settle and live on it for at least five years. A political move which aggravated Civil 

War activities in the western states, the Homestead Act, and the expansion of the 

railroad, had a profound and lasting impact on American landscape. 

Establishment of land grant universities through the Morrill Act, also passed in 

1862, led to creation of the Cooperative Extension Service (CES) in 1914 as a result 

of the Smith-Lever Act (Lapping, 1989). The purpose of the CES was to conduct 

agricultural research and provide university and government information and technical 

assistance regarding rural life and the tending of rural land (Sems, 1989). Influence 

of the extension services ultimately shaped the methods and techniques of agriculture 

in this country through the middle of the 1900's by creating systematic strategies for 

rural land use practices. In exchange and to encourage these practices, heavy 

government subsidies were provided to the agricultural industry. Results from this 

more uniform agricultural industry, at least for that time being, were seen through 

increased popularity of the rural life and unprecedented prosperity until the impacts of 

urban industrialization hit. Many rural dwellers, particularly the youth, went to the 

city in search of employment, fortune and a better life. 

Country Life Movement 

Lapping (1989) describes the counter action to the industrial draw of the city 
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provided by the Country Life movement. In essence, this movement, inspired by 

Theodore Roosevelt, sought to modernize rural life and agricultural practices to 

protect food producing capability with professionalism and available technologies. In 

addition, the movement reiterated the importance of rural values such as honesty, 

simplicity and morality, as fundamental to democracy - values perceived to be lacking 

in the city dweller. 

Systematized and institutionalized agricultural practices magnified other 

aspects of rural life which were haphazard in comparison. The Country Life 

movement sought to organize and institutionalize schools and rural services such as 

electricity and flood control through technology and modernization. Some of the 

more remarkable traces of this effort are the Tennessee Valley Authority of 1933 

(TVA), Rural Electrical Administration of 1935 (REA), and Economic Development 

Administration of 1965 (EDA). 

Economic Depression 

During the depression, the government sought to offset falling crop prices, and 

the consequent slump in rural economies, by creating the Federal Farm Board in 

1929. In addition, the Public Works Project and Civilian Conservation Corps were 

organized to provide roads, bridges, public buildings, parks and conservation projects 

to rural communities throughout the country. This intervention, by federal 

government, marked the start of a strong association between natural resources and 

rural economic development. 



Post-war 

After World War II development of the interstate highway system resulted 

from the National Highways and Defence Act of 1946. The fabric of rural life was 

strongly impacted as the whole American landscape changed. New manufacturing 

opportunities were created by improved transportation. Rural communities, 

particularly those located in close proximity to a highway interchange, became 

attractive options for the post-war manufacturing boom. Redefinition of the concept 

of rural land also provided new job opportunities for rural residents. 

This cycle of rural development, while providing great opportunities for many, 

also sorely illustrated fundamental social needs of the rural poor. The Area 

Redevelopment Act of 1961 was passed to alleviate unemployment conditions in 

economically distressed areas. Insufficient education and educational facilities 

exaggerated the short-comings of the unskilled, illiterate labor pool which required 

training for the new manufacturing opportunities. Sub-standard housing and health 

conditions were uncovered and became a prevalent national focus through the 

Economic Opportunity Act of 1964 (Lapping, 1989). The "War on Poverty" 

attempted to improve social conditions of the rural poor and, in the process, 

uncovered deep-seated racism, sexism and age discrimination inherent in the rural 

communities. Problems were exacerbated by cutbacks in rural improvement programs 

to secure funding for the escalating war in Viet Nam. 

Federal assistance to rural communities was never truly reinstated after the 
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Viet Nam war. The Rural Development Act of 1972 mandated an annual report to 

Congress from the Secretary of Agriculture which provided fodder for political 

rhetoric and debate, but little else. Slowly, rural communities have become more 

responsible for their own growth and prosperity. Federal grants have been available, 

however these require grantsmanship skills which are generally rare in a rural 

community. Currently, the aftermath of the Reagan administration and the crisis in 

the national banking industry have left economic development in rural communities in 

a weak position, often dependent on out-of-community financing and projects for 

survival. Throughout the history of rural development, federal intervention has 

provided the life line of fiscal resources - contrary to the popular self-reliant farmer 

imagery. Repeated attempts have been made to decentralize control from the federal 

level and establish local or regional economic development committees or agencies. 

Currently, rural communities as well as major urban areas are pressed to inventory 

their resources and plan for new avenues to make ends meet. 

DYNAMICS OF A RURAL COMMUNITY 

Effective land use plans depend on an accurate interpretation of community 

dynamics, values and goals. In addition to the stereotypical notion of the friendly, 

honest and unpretentious rural citizen, some typical social mechanisms ensure the 

facade of these conditions. This section describes a vignette of rural social dynamics. 

Vidich and Bensman (1968) conducted a study of a small town in New York 
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and developed a controversial profile of the dynamics of rural society. This typical 

rural community is a small, closed culture not especially receptive to outsiders, 

particularly urbanites. Association through the same community groups, whether 

church, civic, the PTA or a volunteer organization, is encouraged, if not expected. 

Gossip within those groups is a powerful social regulator. Despite clear delineation 

of social class, it is inferred that everyone is equal in the rural community and that 

hard work and self-improvement leads to advancement. Common rural philosophical 

beliefs consider rural life superior to city life, business dominance is preferable to 

government dominance, and insistence on low taxes is standard. 

Although not particular to rural communities, rural social class structure has 

strong impact on community development and community leadership (Vidich & 

Bensman, 1968; Benveniste, 1972). The affluent rural middle class is comprised of 

"rational farmers", professionals and skilled industrial workers. These are the 

believers in and users of technology. The marginal rural middle class are the 

traditional farmers and the old aristocracy who confine themselves to convention. 

The rural poor have little option whether they live a conventional or progressive life 

style. Each of these social classes participates in a life style that is inclined towards 

investment and reinvestment, hoarding, consumption and work, or any combination 

thereof. Class structure and life styles are maintained through expected normal social 

behavior in the rural community. Expected rural behavior requires avoidance of 

introspection, repression of unpleasant facts, remaining within one's social class and 
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refraining from public display of emotion (Vidich & Bensman, 1968). 

Public Services 

Important amenities within the community such as roads, schools and churches 

reinforce the rural social profile. Some rural roads are better than others. Generally 

speaking, a paved road is more desirable to live on than a dirt road. Chances are that 

more affluent, educated or powerful residents will be found living on the paved roads 

(Lapping, 1989). Thus segregation of social classes within a community is affected 

by public services (Vidich & Bensman, 1968) even though roads and highways are 

governed at the state level. Schools offer an opportunity for community monitoring 

as well as association through the PTA. Participation is encouraged and implies a 

certain level of control over the principal, usually an outsider, as well as curriculum 

and policies (Benveniste, 1972). The Board of Education has the opportunity to plan 

or ignore future educational needs which result from growth and change and therefore 

are controlled as well (Vidich & Bensman, 1968). Churches are a significant social 

vector because they are arenas for leadership to emerge regardless of whether that 

leadership is in promotion of the status quo or advocacy for social change. Town 

government is not inclined to initiate new projects or change. Therefore, if change 

is to occur it will most likely to be the result of outside impetus. 

Boomtown Development Cycle 

There are less than a handful of reasons why a rural community experiences a 

boomtown cycle; new manufacturing and housing opportunities, natural resource 
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extraction or recreation development. All are dependent on access to cheap water and 

energy, proximity to a major urban area, a developed transportation system and 

comparatively low land prices. 

Typically, rural areas will experience demographic events which trigger the 

"boomtown" development cycle (Lapping, 1989; Vidich & Bensman, 1968; Sems, 

1989). Out-migration occurs mostly among young residents who leave the rural 

community for better job opportunities in urban areas. In time, land prices drop due 

to lack of upkeep and low competition for real estate. As urban and suburban areas 

swell from increasing populations, public services become overburdened and scarce 

housing drives the cost of living up and quality of life down. Those who can afford 

to do so look for relief from metropolitan pressures in nearby rural communities. 

Out-migration 

Although natural resource development is limited to areas with abundant 

resources, any rural community in proximity to a major urban area is vulnerable to 

immigration of exurbanites and manufacturing relocations. Interest in a rural area is 

likely to initiate land speculation which penetrates the rural social fabric by way of 

disconnecting attachment to the land. Sale of real estate and land, particularly 

farmland, is appealing to farmers because of high purchase offers. Considering the 

lack of federal support for farming since the 1970's (Lapping, 1989), the out-

migration of a young, strong labor pool and the rising cost of independent farming, a 

high purchase offer could be a farmers' equivalent of a retirement fund come due. 
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The rural image is temporarily maintained because land is visually left dormant or 

leased out for tenant farming until the time is right for development. However, as 

absentee ownership increases, the fate of the community becomes increasingly 

dependent on outside forces. 

In-migration 

While large tracts of land are being purchased for large scale development, on 

a smaller scale, immigration occurs of urban or suburbanites looking for a "better 

way of life". Usually affluent and self-employed, these newcomers stimulate local 

economy creating demand for domestic goods and services, at the same time placing 

demands for higher standards of public services (Kottke, 1988; Jafari, 1986; Crosson, 

1989). Initially they are economically welcome but not politically welcome in the 

community (Vidich & Bensman, 1968). As an area becomes more popular and 

immigration continues, the need for new housing launches a building cycle engaging 

the dormant land of the speculators and wildfire purchase of other local real estate. 

Two important economic impacts occur from this phase. First, the need for skilled 

construction workers is usually greater than available sources, requiring the need to 

import skilled workers. These higher paying construction jobs are given to temporary 

residents who are unlikely to reinvest their earnings in the community. Second, the 

supply of affordable housing falls substantially short of the need. The remedy, 

usually to raise rents, further penalizes the native resident who, caught in the lower 

paying jobs, can not compete with the higher paid temporary construction residents 
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and must move further away or into lesser living conditions (Kottke, 1988). 

Second Wave Development 

Not all of the migrant construction workers leave after the initial boom is 

over. Typically, the "second wave" of development is supported by improvements or 

expansion of existing local business or residents, and the creation of new businesses 

by those who chose to remain in the community and find their niche (Crosson, 1989; 

Lapping, 1989). As new residents slowly become part of the community, they tend 

to incorporate new cultural standards and values. Depending on the pace of growth 

and change, the rural values and social structures are, over time, supplanted and 

homogenized. "Outsiders" are no longer excluded from community decision making, 

in fact, they often gain public office on platforms for "modernization" and use of 

current technology for community improvement to protect community resources and 

values, much like the Community Life movement. 

PROTECTION OF RURAL COMMUNITY 

As the 1950's and 1960's post-war development boom expanded into rural 

areas, the need for regulating growth and separating incompatible land uses also 

increased. As growth persisted, protection of natural and cultural resources expanded 

from the two dimensional concept of sections on a map to include above and below 

ground concerns such as water and air pollution. This section concentrate on 

legislative actions, administrative efforts and civil concerns regarding protection of 



community resources. 

Human Values and Nature 

The concept of a resource, according to Selman (1981), is a natural element 

whose supply is less than its present or future demand. This concept is distinctly 

limited. In principle, anything can become a valued resource once it has been 

identified as an essential element for the creation or maintenance of something 

desired. Conservation is the notion that natural resources, such as copper and timber, 

are to be used to provide products and profit. Preservation philosophy considers 

protection of a natural area in it's natural state, to be of utmost importance and 

essential for ecologic balance and integrity. As the twentieth century comes to a close, 

controversies continue to rage over principles of conservation or preservation 

regarding natural resources and their values (Frieden, 1978; Clark & McCool 1985). 

Natural landscapes in the U.S. today are valued by some as a buffer from 

pernicious urban environment and for protection of special plant and wildlife habitat 

used for human enjoyment and scientific study. At the same time, some natural areas 

are threatened by external issues such as air and water pollution, exploitation for 

mineral or energy production, overuse and the encroachment of urbanization on rural 

lands (Odum, 1971; Selman, 1981; Coughlin, 1977). 

Planned development or growth strategies can more clearly identify those 

resources to be protected, those suitable for development and land use controls 

appropriate to manage growth and development. Regardless of protection or 
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development intentions, land use controls will regulate and, in effect, determine the 

quality of life into which the community will unfold (Moss, 1977; Kusler, 1980; 

Coughlin, 1977; Netter, 1981). 

Federal Controls 

The U.S. government has selectively removed significant or sensitive public 

lands from potential private ownership for the purpose of conservation since the origin 

of the National Forest Service Organic Act of 1897 and the National Park Service Act 

of 1916 along with other land management agencies within the Departments of the 

Interior or Agriculture. Of the federal land use management agencies, the National 

Forest Service (NFS), the Army Corps of Engineers and the Bureau of Land 

Management (BLM) are the most powerful. Congressional mandate for these 

agencies is to administer public land, under their respective jurisdictions, for highest 

and best use. These agencies have historically regarded natural resources as 

commodities for the generation of revenues through range, timber, outdoor recreation 

and water sheds (Moss, 1977, Clarke & McCool, 1985). 

The National Park Service (NPS) ranks in the secondary echelon of the federal 

land management hierarchy along with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Soil 

Conservation Service and the Bureau of Reclamation (Clarke & McCool, 1985). 

These agencies are mandated to protect the integrity of the national parks, fisheries 

and wildlife habitats, soil stability and water recharge. 



Protective Legislation 

The strongest federal land use control mechanism aside from acquisition is the 

National Environmental Protection Act (NEPA) passed by Congress in 1969. Under 

NEPA, clean water and air quality as well as the life forms they support, in theory, 

are to be protected from harmful and inappropriate land use (Moss, 1977). The 

Clean Air Act and Federal Water Pollution Control Act of the early 1970's restrict 

industry from the previously routine convention of disposing untreated and 

contaminated waste into natural areas. In attempts to preserve sensitive lands along 

national water ways, the Coastal Zone Management and Wild and Scenic Rivers Acts 

and the National Flood Insurance Program, also instituted in the early 1970's, 

established criteria by which commercial and residential development is restricted. 

These federal environmental protection measures are intended to maintain high 

national standards of clean air and water, not only through regulated industry 

standards, but also through state and local implementation. 

Hierarchy of Land Use Control Options 

State and local agencies should initiate controls of the agenda for natural 

resource protection which is carried out through state and local agencies. Federally 

funded programs provide some organizational and financial incentives for states and 

localities to conform to federal standards. 

State environmental protection can be achieved or obscured through a myriad 

of land use control tools administered through many possible state agencies (Moss, 



Opposition to Local Growth Controls 

As local government regulations become more specific for protection of 

resources, objections from the public development sector become more sophisticated. 

In the early 1980's, eighteen states, including Arizona, enacted legislation mandating 

that all counties develop or update their comprehensive land use plan (Mandelker, 

1981). A Supreme Court ruling in 1978, Monell v. Department of Social Service, 

and again in 1980, Maine v. Thiboutot. decided that local governments could be sued 

and held liable for monetary damages for violations of due process (Merriam, 1981). 

These decisions opened liability suits for violations of anti-trust, equal protection and 

First Amendment rights in the land use planning process. Potential for litigious 

action can be reduced by better understanding of community needs and values, 

distribution of benefits and burdens, establishing multiple public goals, administrative 

and public review process, and consistency in the comprehensive plan enforced by 

zoning ordinances (Duerksen, 1981). 

Regulatory Backlash 

Since the post-war boom of the mid-1940's, counties and municipalities have 

tried to control the impacts of development with the permit device. The effectiveness 

of this tool was immediately apparent and became the standard for every municipal 

service required to develop land (Bosselman & Feurer, 1976). Approval delays, 

prerequisite or redundant approvals, community opposition, exclusionary zoning and 

fierce competition all contributed to an approval process which not only became 
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As local government regulations become more specific for protection of 

resources, objections from the public development sector become more sophisticated. 

In the early 1980's, eighteen states, including Arizona, enacted legislation mandating 

that all counties develop or update their comprehensive land use plan (Mandelker, 

1981). A Supreme Court ruling in 1978, Monell v. Department of Social Service, 

and again in 1980, Maine v. Thiboutot. decided that local governments could be sued 

and held liable for monetary damages for violations of due process (Merriam, 1981). 

These decisions opened liability suits for violations of anti-trust, equal protection and 

First Amendment rights in the land use planning process. Potential for litigious 

action can be reduced by better understanding of community needs and values, 

distribution of benefits and burdens, establishing multiple public goals, administrative 

and public review process, and consistency in the comprehensive plan enforced by 

zoning ordinances (Duerksen, 1981). 

Regulatory Backlash 

Since the post-war boom of the mid-1940's, counties and municipalities have 

tried to control the impacts of development with the permit device. The effectiveness 

of this tool was immediately apparent and became the standard for every municipal 

service required to develop land (Bosselman & Feurer, 1976). Approval delays, 

prerequisite or redundant approvals, community opposition, exclusionary zoning and 

fierce competition all contributed to an approval process which not only became 

maddening for the developer and the municipal agencies but ultimately led to 
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increased real estate costs which impacted availability of middle and low income 

housing (Frieden, 1978). In addition, housing styles took on a sameness of style as 

developers conformed to previously approved development projects. Bureaucratic 

agencies became bloated with approval requests and bureaucrats became growth 

control experts by default (Benveniste, 1972). As federal, state and local regulatory 

legislation escalate, implementation of environmental protection issues becomes more 

confusing and complex. 

Attention to more effective and efficient regulatory programs has sparked 

scholarly contributions from many disciplines. Kusler (1980) outlines regulation 

issues of natural areas or sensitive lands with pragmatic logic. Typical regulatory 

approaches of zoning, subdivision regulations and various codes are explained and 

discussed followed by descriptions of why areas such as flood plains, wetlands, 

forestry and agricultural areas are sensitive and ecologically significant. Having 

established the historic and scientific need for protection measures, the author offers 

some guidelines for constructing regional or local regulatory programs. 

CONCEPTS FOR REGULATORY PROGRAMS 

Land use regulation, often impacted by environmental protection, is complex 

and regional by nature however, federal agencies provide significant funding for 

community development. Compliance with federal regulations within the local or 

regional application is accomplished through some sort of public or private regulatory 
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agency. This section will explore regulatory approaches to local or regional 

situations. 

Program Design 

Effective regulatory programs designed according to the spirit of federal 

legislation require technical and financial assistance as well as an understanding of 

regional or local goals. According to Kusler (1980), development of land use 

regulatory programs should consider how existing land management programs and 

compliance with statutory requirements impact current conditions. Due process and 

equal representation must be insured in any program design. Programs should be 

developed based on technical and financial data to facilitate cost effective 

administration including availability of skilled personnel to manage the plan. Public 

involvement is essential to develop program goals which fairly reflect public and 

private interests. Realistic objectives and policies addressing current needs and 

potential future needs should reflect available tax revenues. Finally, a monitoring 

mechanism is needed to compare implementation with policy goals. 

Once program goals are established, clear definitions should be agreed upon as 

should standards for regulations. Both definition and standard setting should be 

linked to existing physical conditions and control policies such as official maps, 

comprehensive plans and zoning ordinances. Terminology should be clearly 

understood and agreed upon from the start. Identification of sensitive areas should be 

confirmed based on geographic information and appropriate expert testing to 
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distinguish "important" areas from "critical" areas. Standards for regulating should 

reflect the degree of sensitivity established based on assessment of probable impact 

and carrying capacity. Regulation should be enforced by local issue of permits which 

reflect either natural, social or economic tolerance levels of the specific location 

within the strictures of due process. Research pertinent to sensitive areas should be 

ongoing and monitored to evaluate achievement of goals (Kusler, 1980). 

Structural Concepts of Institutions 

Social, political and economic scholars are examining the structures of 

institutions to determine effective policy implementation strategies. Ingram and 

Schneider (1990) explain four theories of policy implementation based on "tools, rules 

and assumptions". Goals, scope of authority and incentive systems define the 

concepts of tools and rules. Assumptions are defined by the relationship between the 

administering agency and the implementing agency. 

The first theory, Strong Statute, leaves no room for interpretation by the 

implementing agency. All goals and objectives are clear and specific. Authority is 

delegated to those who support the goals. Strategic logic is comprehensive and 

resources are allocated to achieve the goals. A shortcoming of this approach is that it 

can only accommodate a narrow value structure which may not be fully compatible 

with popular local values. On the other hand, when conflicting values prevent 

statutory implementation, a highly structured method such as this may be most 

effective (Ingram & Schneider, 1990). 
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Second, the Wilsonian perspective, delegates statutory interpretation to 

administrative agencies. Policy goals are clearly defined by statute, however 

organizational structure, target population, rules and logical values are developed by 

local agency professionals. While this approach provides more area-specific program 

development, the risk is high for partisan dominance and political rather than program 

agenda setting. The Wilsonian approach focuses accountability on the local 

administrator to create a strong program based on consistency of rules and honest 

evaluation of the goals (Ingram & Schneider, 1990). 

Third, the Grass Roots approach, is provision of government guidelines and 

funding to non-federal and sometimes private implementing agencies. These 

programs have less clear operating statutes which allow flexibility to choose those 

goals most pertinent to local situations. Responsibilities of the organization usually 

are research and development oriented. Resulting theories may or may not be tested 

through target groups study or educational programming. This approach may be most 

effective where statutory goals are met through other highly structured agencies. It 

depends on local leadership to motivate others to cooperate and reach a resolution 

which often renders tentative results from this method (Ingram & Schneider, 1990). 

The last method, Support-building, places more emphasis on the process of 

program development and less on achievement of specific goals. The search, in this 

approach, is to understand what influences individual values and participation patterns 

by testing rules of participation, organizational assignments and conflict resolution. 
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Strong and convincing leadership and bargaining skills are essential to this process 

(Ingram & Schneider, 1990). 

Depending on the policy values and the context of implementation, statutes 

should be designed to promote desired outcomes or to solve specific problems. The 

Strong Statutes approach encourages implementation through limited delegation of 

authority. The Wilsonian approach attempts to build support for policy goals. The 

Grass Roots approach promotes increase in information to better understand the 

problems and solutions. The Support-building approach intends to motivate target 

groups to achieve policy values. Each of the four program approaches falls into 

either the category of a centralized program or one that is based on an absence of 

centralized authority. Powell (1989) explains that the absence of centralized programs 

often results in fragmented authority while centralization of programs often imposes 

strict funding control. Absence of centralized programming can result in fragmented 

authority operating under complex administrative systems of indirect controls. 

Bureaucratic controls such as reimbursement formulas, reporting and accounting 

requirements and data collection to justify effectiveness of program can be frustrating 

and can lead to reduced support of program policy. Successful statutory design and 

program implementation depends on a balance of logical rules and effective 

relationships within the organizational structure. 

Private Organizations 

Private non-profit organizations play a significant role in the protection of 
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sensitive natural areas. Organizations such as the Nature Conservancy and Sierra 

Club are effective in amassing funds for direct purchase and management of local 

natural areas. Others like the Environmental Defense Fund, Natural Resources 

Defense Council or the Conservation Foundation do political lobbying, initiate legal 

action for equitable representation of natural resource preservation or, of late, 

facilitate community conflict resolution. Sax (1985) explains the effectiveness of 

American non-profit organizations as a function of two phenomena. First is the 

predisposition of Americans to join and support organizations. Second is a more fluid 

access, since the civil rights movement, to the higher American court systems for 

social disputes such as land use controversies. This access may be considerably 

curtailed as a more conservitive high court settles into national issues disputes. 

At the local level, two programs attempt to infuse cohesion or at least 

consensus within a community. The Successful Communities program, sponsored by 

the Conservation Foundation offers ideas and technical know-how to help 

communities protect their sensitive and valuable resources while they accommodate 

growth. This program also conducts research and education to provide current 

information on community development issues. The National Main Street Center 

program operates under the National Trust for Historical Preservation. This program 

promotes the renovation of community main streets that have declined in the vacuum 

created by shopping malls. The program works with a project manager, community 

leaders and residents to fashion and implement a four part strategy. The strategy is 
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based on organizing groups to work together, promoting and advertising the main 

street as an economic and social benefit, unified and attractive design themes that 

reflect local heritage, and diversifying the downtown economy. 

PROTECTION OF RESOURCES 

Community values are considered key to protection of local natural and 

cultural resources. This section discusses a shift in attention from acquisition of 

sensitive resources to securing public support for protection of those resources from 

harmful development. 

Development on Lands Adjacent to National Parks 

Without the distinction or strategic strength of a primary player, the NPS is 

charged with the responsibility to "regulate the use of national parks and monuments, 

conserve the scenery and the natural and historic objects and the wildlife therein and 

to provide for the enjoyment of the same in such manner and by such means as will 

leave them unimpaired for future generations" (Clarke & McCool, 1985). 

In the early days of the NPS, protection of sensitive areas was thought by 

many to be as straightforward as acquisition. However the politics of land use have 

never been simple in this country, particularly concerning conflicting philosophies 

regarding preservation vs. productive resource use for profit (Stegner, 1990). 

Until recently, protection of sensitive areas was usually achieved by 

congressional designation and NPS acquisition. However, population pressures create 
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demands for land and other resources which continually encroach on protected 

sensitive natural areas. In the State of the Parks Report of 1980, the major threat to 

preservation of national parks was identified as development on adjacent lands. In the 

U.S., most land adjacent to national parks is either National Forest Service land, 

which is managed for multiple use and highest yeild, or private lands, much of which 

is being developed for industrial or residential use. Issues of commercial and 

residential development as well as oil and gas development, roads, power plants, 

dams, air quality and water quality and quantity are typical land uses and effects that 

pose threats to national park resources (NPS, 1987). Protection strategies discussed 

in the 1980 report were similar to those described later by Garratt (1984). The report 

also suggested that the American National Park System may serve as the barometer 

for global environmental change and must be protected beyond their boundaries. 

During the world congress on "National Parks, Conservation and 

Development" (1984), adjacent lands use and monitoring inside and outside park 

boundaries were among the prominent topics. Talbot (1984) called for advancement 

of the resource management profession to a new high to maintain essential ecological 

processes and systems in a sustainable fashion and to preserve genetic diversity. 

Garratt (1984) discusses the importance of managing protected lands within the 

physical and social environment of the broader region. Particularly important for 

managers to remember is that a legal document or a designated boundary are abstract 

human concepts. These concepts are less than significant if the values outside the 
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boundaries are not connected to or, in some way, supportive of those resources 

designated for protection. Planning for park protection must occur within a regional 

perspective. Key to effective protection strategies are boundaries defined to describe 

sensitive resources, systems for collecting and using pertinent information, 

comprehensive analysis of available information, various planning strategies 

depending on existing options, systems for working with other agencies and 

disciplines, strategies for effective public participation and establishment of planning 

goals based on realistic regional needs and opportunities. 

Economics and Protection 

Croze (1984) explains that to justify need for protective cooperation from 

outside park boundaries, monitoring systems for critical resources must be developed 

which measure internal function of resources as well as impacts from external factors. 

Wildlife and natural land protection must be argued from an economic perspective 

given the pressures of development and population on open land. Descriptive data 

which explains the value of the resource in relation to primary production is needed. 

Cunningham (1988) and Worden (1981) have each documented the potential 

for economic impact from tourism at national parks. The findings from both studies 

indicate significant economic importance from tourism to host communities of national 

parks. Until such time when the economic value of the ecological cycle or historic 

and cultural preservation is clearly known, other indicators must be used to develop 

strong arguments for preservation. 
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Public Participation 

Implementation of a protective land use plan will more likely be supported if it 

is based on community input and participation. This section examines the role of 

community leaders and motivation for public participation in the land use decision 

making process. 

Perceptions of Residents and Leaders 

The significance of community support for protected areas has been 

acknowledged by scholars and professional from many disciplines (Croze, 1984; 

Lapping, 1989; Garratt, 1984). Similarities or differences between attitudes of 

leaders and residents may indicate the amount of community support or opposition to 

various local policies including protection policies. A community's ability to accept 

change depends on compatible values of residents and leaders (Ayres, Potter 1989). 

Research findings indicate a distinct difference between perceptions of residents and 

perceptions of community leaders regarding public services and priorities (Hawley & 

Rock 1975, Molnar 1982, Nix & Seerly 1973, Nix 1974, Allen, 1987). Perceptions, 

actions and support are nearly always divided into two categories; leaders are 

concerned with coordinative, administrative matters, while residents are focused on 

exchange of public services for taxes paid (Nix 1973). 

Napier and Maurer (1978) developed the "Exchange Theory" which is based 

on a vested interest perspective. This suggests that individuals are motivated to 

develop action based on the rewards they anticipate from that behavior. Individual 
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motivation is also proportional to the pertinence and immediacy of the proposed 

reward. Understanding individual incentives is crucial to development of successful 

motivation strategies. 

Researchers comment on the difference between levels of education, income 

and age among community leaders and community residents (Nix et al. 1974, Molnar 

& Smith 1982, Allen & Gibson 1987). However, the "coordinative/exchange" 

perspective has been used to explain significant differences between broad and 

abstract knowledge typically available to community leaders and the more specific, 

localized knowledge with which the average community resident is concerned. 

Consequently, community leaders often have different or conflicting opinions of 

community priorities compared to community resident priorities. 

Explaining behavioral obligations and social dynamics, Nix (1973) described 

the coordinative/exchange theory. Leaders consider a broad range of issues and 

players who influence the outcome and coordinate community matters accordingly. A 

special interest group, comprised of individuals or residents, will exchange support in 

return for representation of their issues. 

Communication Between Residents and Leaders 

A manifest standoff between community leaders and community residents 

would be inevitable without understanding perceptions and levels of satisfaction of 

community residents toward policies and actions of community leaders. Findings 

indicate that satisfaction levels among community residents are dependent upon the 



saliency of services to individual needs and the degree to which residents perceive 

control over important and pertinent issues (Ladewig & McCann,1980; Ayres, 1989). 

Molnar & Smith (1982) measure satisfaction according to public need for 

services and their willingness or preference to allocate resources to meet their needs. 

High satisfaction will generally indicate a lesser willingness to allocate funding for 

change where as high levels of dissatisfaction are measured by willingness to allocate 

appropriate resources to alleviate the problem. Such results must be considered 

within socioeconomic context with regards to who benefits and who may not benefit. 

While quantitative analysis of community satisfaction is a helpful approach to 

document community need, it does not fully address the dichotomy between 

perspectives of community leaders and community residents. Ayres and Potter (1989) 

recommend involvement of citizens in discussions about opportunities for community 

growth to ensure more effective local action. Their research indicates that confidence 

among residents is proportional to the degree which residents feel leaders listen. 

Allen and Gibson (1987) measured congruence of perception between 

community leaders and residents in a quadratic Importance-Satisfaction scale using 

ratings from a survey to plot results. They found that, while perceptions of 

community life were consistent between community leaders and residents, priorities of 

specific tasks or projects indicate differences. Consistent with other findings (Hawley 

& Rock,1975; Molnar,1982; Nix & Seerly,1973; Nix,1974; Allen,1987) leaders view 

coordinative and administrative tasks as most important whereas residents view direct 
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services needs as most important. The significance of the present study is the 

technique for comparison of priorities which helps determine a final indication of 

mutually high priorities between community leaders and residents. 

Understanding Community Perspectives 

Dillman (1977) suggests that surveys are useful in basic research to increase 

citizen participation in public policy matters such as land use. Another method used 

to gather public opinion is the interview. Generally, advantages to interviews are a 

low refusal rate, quick turn-around time for responses, ease of reaching people and 

more honest responses (Downs et al.,1980). Aside from these benefits there are few 

differences between the format of a mail survey and an interview. 

Techniques and procedures have been developed for conducting surveys 

intended to yield higher returns from sample participants. The multi-wave mailings 

technique (Christenson,1975; Dillman, 1978), employed for this research survey, 

requires at least two follow up contacts with unresponsive sample participants. Most 

often this technique will yield results from which statistically significant analysis can 

be conducted. As response rates increase, characteristics emerge which closely 

approximate the total sample as well as the general population. 

Nonresponse bias is a common problem with any survey. Respondents are 

motivated to participate or not based on many reasons. Length of survey, origin of 

survey (for instance, a government issue survey may be more readily responded to 

since they are associated with valid authority) personalization of the survey and 
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general population selected are all factors that can effect response rate 

(Heberlein,1978). Nonresponse bias impacts survey results according to three 

phenomena. 

First, groups of nonrespondents can be classified according to nominal 

parameters - gender and residence - which do not reflect order; graduated 

parameters - age,education and income - which vary constantly; and salient variables 

which influence motivation to respond or outcome of response. Second, the 

population of survey respondents will correspond to the pertinence of the topic of the 

survey. For instance, if a survey is designed to determine health care provision for 

the elderly, there is an increased likelihood that a high portion of the respondents will 

be senior citizens. Third, the response rate will determine the representative quality 

of the survey results. Nonresponse rate will effect survey results proportionally to 

representation of the estimated population (Dillman 1983). 

TOURISM AS A DEVELOPMENT TOOL IN THE RURAL COMMUNITY 

As federal assistance, in general, decreases, it becomes imperative that local 

communities develop more self-reliant avenues for economic development. This 

section focuses on the development of tourism in the rural community as a means of 

economic development and resource protection. 

Tourism 

Tourism is the largest industry in the world today (Richter, 1985) and a major 



industry in the U.S. generating over $300 billion a year (Sems, 1989). The net 

economic effect of tourism in this country is not commonly understood. Tourism 

development has typically been viewed as an economic strategy employed by 

developing countries at the suggestion of consultants from developed countries 

(Bosselman,1978; Williams, et al.,1988; Gunn,1979; Feifer,1986). However, one of 

the most significant tourist attractions in the world is the spectacular American 

wilderness. In light of the competitive market of leisure National Parks and National 

Forests attract a sizable portion of tourism and therefore are a substantial commodity 

which require careful exploitation and shrewd protection at one and the same time 

(Inskeep, 1987). In 1981 the first National Tourism Act was signed to anchor a 

concerted effort to coordinate tourism policies with other national policies (Richter, 

1984). 

Past Trends in Tourism 

In the 1950's, the interstate highway system allowed American families to "see 

the U.S.A." which began the relatively new custom of family vacations by car. Since 

then, unprecedented numbers have flocked to the national parks and forests (Clarke & 

McCool, 1985). The early 1980's marked the onset of retirement for the parents of 

the baby boom generation. Users of the parks and highways during the middle 

decades of the 1900's, they now affect leisure planning as they retire younger and 

with more disposable income for travel and leisure than any generation prior 

(Jobes,1984; Hugill,1985; Van Doren & Lollar, 1985). 
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The first five years of tourism research in the 1980's revealed a predominant 

interest in leisure preferences, vacation motives and spending patterns of the current 

retirement generation who will continue to impact policy, economics and land use into 

the early 21st century. Tourism research also focused on the social and 

environmental impact of tourism on the host community and tour site (Inskeep, 1987; 

Liu & Var, 1986; Liu, Sheldon & Var, 1987; and Richter, 1984, 1985, 1987). 

Tourism as Resource Protection 

Inskeep (1987) makes an argument for tourism development based on 

environmental planning to attract a certain tourist type as well as to maintain 

community physical and social composition. Community growth should be based on 

carrying capacity monitored by transportation congestion, air and water pollution, 

noise levels, litter, vandalism, and loss of plant and wildlife communities. To protect 

sensitive areas it is recommended that a development zone be established, within 

which well planned development should be concentrated. This will maximize 

infrastructure services and reduce impact to protected areas. The theme of well 

planned development should be reiterated with harmonious design elements of 

architecture, landscaping and signage throughout the community. 

Liu, et al., (1987) found that natural landscapes are a strong attraction for 

tourism but more importantly, unless tourism development is considerate of the 

natural features, community opposition can thwart or halt completion of a project. 

Some suggest that tourism in a sensitive area should be promoted only when widely 
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endorsed by residents. 

Attracting a tourist market that will appreciate and respect the area is also 

suggested. Alternative tourism experiences can be developed which appeals to special 

interests such as high quality bird watching tours or bed and breakfasts on working 

ranches or farms. 

Tourism and the Cooperative Extension Service 

In the past, the Cooperative Extension Service (CES) has played a major role 

in the education and development of agriculture in the rural community (Lapping, 

1989; Sems, 1989). Today the CES has ever an encouraging word for the reciprocal 

relationship between rural community development and tourism. It has identified two 

major obstacles to overcome for successful, unified tourism planning. First, many 

private, public and non-profit businesses and organizations who provide a myriad of 

tourism services must be made aware that they are a part of the tourism industry. 

Second, those diverse services need to be studied independently within the context of 

tourism to better understand how they impact each other (Sem, 1989, Richter, 1985). 

A workshop conducted in 1989 by the CES Tourism Center and sponsored by 

the University of Minnesota was devoted to issues of tourism as a rural revitalization 

strategy. Blanket recommendations were made for the future of tourism which call 

for development of cooperative working relationships between research centers, 

industry associations and state tourism departments funded by industry and national 

endowments. In addition, educational development including university curriculum 
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and continuing and adult education should be developed to fill industry needs. 

Research issues crucial to evaluation of tourism are 1) program tracking and 

evaluation, 2) customer satisfaction, 3) market research, 4) economic impact, and 5) 

political issues affecting tourism (Limback, 1989). 

Community Commitment 

Planning for tourism requires commitment from the community to understand 

the complexities of the industry. Hospitality skills and a trained labor force are 

necessary to accommodate tourism, as well as an openness to change, and willingness 

to renovate services and provisions as needed (Wood, 1989). Identification of 

leadership and assets are essential for successful tourism development. 

A hierarchy of issues concerning successful tourism development in a 

community begins with protection of the sense of place and agreement within the 

community on the desired level of environmental quality required to maintain that 

sense of place (Claar & Erickson, 1979). Researchers have reported the greatest 

threat to a successful tourism industry is intolerance by the community to noise and 

litter pollution, increased land costs, and an overall loss of the distinctive character 

which first created the impetus for tourism (Richter, 1985; Liu & Var, 1986; Jafari, 

1986). Two studies on recreation and tourism planning and development in the Verde 

Valley (Claar & Erickson, 1979; Arizona Outdoor Recreation Coordinating 

Commission, 1983) call for a thorough inventory of natural areas, and suggest proper 

land management planning and protection of unique natural and cultural resources in 
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the valley. Both studies identify the need for cooperative relationships among public 

and private land management agencies to preserve and protect the "sense of place" 

which is signature to the Verde Valley. 

Recreation and Tourism in the Verde Valley 

In a study on Verde Valley recreation and tourism, Worden (1981) identified 

Montezuma Castle National Monument, Jerome State Historic Park and Tuzigoot 

National Monument as the strongest attractions in the area. Attendance in 1980 was 

415,241 at Montezuma Castle, 129,423 at Jerome Park and 76,327 at Tuzigoot. 

Projected visits for the year 2000 in that same report were 820,000 for Montezuma 

Castle, 288,940 for Jerome and 144,029 at Tuzigoot. In 1990 Montezuma Castle and 

Tuzigoot had 744,722 and 107,228 visitors respectively which closely approaches 

Worden's projections ten years early (NPS unit 1990 report). 

A more recent study determined that for every one dollar spent for national 

park management, $43.38 was generated in economic activity at the parks 

(Cunningham, 1988). Both studies indicate the potential economic impact to 

communities from national parks. 

The majority of tourist activity in the valley is passive, such as sight-seeing or 

museum visits, as opposed to using the Verde River in any active way. Most visitors 

make day trips to the valley. Although there is a high level of tourism, over 90% of 

the visitors do not spend money in the valley aside from at the tourist site or perhaps 

to buy gasoline or a meal. If they stay over night, visitors stay primarily in RV's or 
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with friends or relatives. Only 5% of the visitors to the NPS units are local 

valleyOnly 5% of the visitors to the NPS units are local valley residents (Worden, 

1981). 

Visitors to the area, on the whole, are satisfied with recreation facilities and 

services available. Although improvement requests were low, more hiking trails and 

campsites were most frequently requested service improvement to the area. Movies, 

motels and golf courses were the least requested improvement of services. 



RESEARCH APPROACH 

A survey used to answer the research question was designed by Dr. Donovan 

C. Wilkin, School of Renewable Natural Resources, the University of Arizona. This 

survey, entitled "Growth and the Scenic, Natural, Cultural/Historic Resources of the 

Verde Valley" (APPENDIX A), was developed to gather information for planning and 

development of the Verde River Corridor Project. It is constructed in objective 

framework using the Likart model five-part response scale. 

Survey Sample 

The survey was conducted in 1991 according to prescribed techniques for 

Social Science research (Dillman 1978, Christenson 197S). In a universe of 11,610 

households of registered voters in the Verde Valley. Every 45th house was selected 

to be surveyed. A total of 258 coded surveys were mailed out on January 25, 1991 

with a cover letter urging participation. Each address was hand written to lend a 

personal manner to the survey. On February 12, 1991 a hand addressed follow up 

reminder post card was sent to those who had not yet returned the survey. On 

February 27, 1991, a second copy of the survey was sent to those households not yet 

responding along with a second letter requesting participation. This mailing was also 

hand addressed. 

Within the survey, several questions directly investigate values toward the 

presence of National Park Service units in the Verde Valley. Other questions explore 

willingness to support and encourage protection of these public lands. Questions 
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appropriate to this research were used for statistical analysis. 

Interview 

The interview method was chosen to acquire information from specific Verde 

Valley community leaders who regularly make land use decisions. The perspective of 

these decision makers was considered too important to risk non-response results from 

a mail survey. Excerpts from the mail survey were selected to conduct the personal 

interviews (APPENDIX B). 

Interviews with Yavapai County Board of Supervisors, the planning and zoning 

commissioners, county planners, as well as Cottonwood, Clarkdale and Camp Verde 

mayors were conducted between March 18, 1991 and April 2, 1991 by telephone. 

Interview responses were recorded by hand and tallied by computer. The same 

computer procedures conducted during the mail survey were employed for the 

telephone interviews. 

Survey Format 

The survey was subdivided into five general topics; 1) general attitudes about 

growth, 2) attitudes about Verde Valley resources, 3) management of growth 

resources, 4) satisfaction with quality of living, and 5) personal information. Most 

questions were constructed to elicit responses in one of five categories ranging from 

very positive, somewhat positive, neither, and somewhat negative to very negative. 

Final tabulations of these results have been combined to represent only positive, 

neutral or negative responses to each question. Results of each answer by residents 
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and leaders were tabulated for frequency and compared for percentage of similarity or 

disagreement between the groups. 

Tabulation 

Each response was entered into a data file using the WordPerfect 5.1 computer 

program. Frequency of responses to each question was determined using the SAS 

statistical computer program. This proved to be the most unproductive mistake of the 

research effort. The WordPerfect program is not an appropriate tool for data entry. 

It has no mechanism for marking each entry and much time was wasted creating the 

proper file format and then checking and double checking for errors. The SAS 

program was much too complex a program for compiling basic statistical information. 

In retrospect, a better tool for this level of research would be the Quattro spreadsheet 

computer program. Quattro has the capability to process data entry and statistical 

analysis of this measure. Should higher levels of statistical information be required 

for analysis, a data file created in the Quattro program can be exported into a more 

powerful statistics computer program. 



RESULTS 

Each county in Arizona is currently involved in development of a 20-year 

comprehensive planning process. Without understanding sentiments and perceptions 

within a community, it will be difficult to develop a successful community land use 

plan for Yavapai County. A random mail survey of residents and telephone 

interviews of community land-use decision makers were conducted to determine 

values pertaining to natural resources and economic growth in the Verde Valley. For 

consistency, the items on the phone interview were exceipted from the mail survey, 

designed by Dr. Donovan C. Wilkin of the University of Arizona. Two hundred fifty 

eight surveys were mailed and 17 leaders were identified for interviews. Ninety four 

surveys were returned which represents a 36% response rate. Seventy percent, or 12, 

telephone interviews were completed. 

Results of this survey will provide the valley NPS units' superintendent with 

more clear understanding of the values of the public lands to the valley community. 

This will be valuable for future monument planning and protection strategies. These 

results will also provide information about values of valley residents for Yavapai 

County planners to consider in the comprehensive planning process. 

General Attitudes About Growth 

In response to questions of desirable or undesirable growth (see Table 1), 

tourism rated favorably with residents and leaders responding positively to growth of 

winter and summer tourism. Although both groups favor more winter residents, there 
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is little support for more seasonal apartments. Both groups appear to favor new 

resorts and motels for winter residents. 

Table 1. Residents and leaders attitudes toward elements of growth. 

RANKING OF RESIDENTS •FAVORING RANKING OF LEADERS 

1-Single family residence 80.8 1-Winter tourists 100 
2-Restaurajits 79.8 1 -Summer tourists 100 
3-Summer tourifti 78.7 1-Working permanent residents & 100 
4-Working permanent 77.7 dependenta 

residents & dependents 77.7 1-Retired permanent residents & 100 
4-Retired permanent 74.5 dependents 

reaidenti & dependent! 73.4 1-Single family residences 100 
S-Commerce./aerv. aector 74.5 1-Motels 100 
6-Winter touriili 73.4 1-Restaurants 100 
7-Induitrial sector 68.1 2-Winter residents 92.0 
8-Winter resident* 64.9 2-Townhomes/patio homes 92.0 
9-Motels 61.7 3-Industrial aector 83.0 
10-Resoit hotels 55.3 3-Fast food 83.0 
11-Town/patio homea 54.2 4-Commercial/service sector 83.0 
12-Pennanent apartments 53.2 4-Permanent Apaitmenta 83.0 
12-Shopping malls 53.2 4-Resort hotels 83.0 
13-Fast food 45.7 5-Mobil home parks 67.0 
14-Seasonal Apartments 40.4 6-Shopping malls 58.0 
14-Mobil home parks 40.4 7-Seasonal Apaitmenta 50.0 

Increased working permanent residents and their dependents and retired 

permanent residents and their dependents were considered a favorable form of 

growth. Single family residences, apartments and patio or townhomes were the 

preferred housing style. Mobile homes are not favored by the residents, however 

leaders suggest these fill a need for affordable housing. Commercial and industrial 

development rated favorably except for more shopping malls and fast food. 

Leaders favored even distribution of commercial development through the 

Verde Valley communities (58.3%) and no restrictions on areas for residential 

development (91.7%). Residents also favored distribution of commercial development 
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(54.3%) but were divided on residential development being restricted to existing 

communities (40.4%) or having no restrictions to residential development (45.7%). 

10.6% of the residents had no response to this question. 

Attitudes About Verde Valley Resources 

Residents favored more strongly than leaders adequate protection of scenic 

views, wildlife and natural communities, and significant historic and archaeologic 

resources from development impacts. Neither group strongly agreed that the cost of 

protection of these resources would be compensated by increased property values, 

economic growth or improved quality of living in the Valley (see Table 2). 

Table 2. % of respondents favoring protection of resources from development 
impacts. 

RESOURCE PRESIDENTS % LEADERS 

Scenic viewi 76.6 50.0 
Wildlife & natural communitiei 86.2 58.4 
Significant hiMoric & archaeologic litea 78.7 58.4 
Belief that COM of protection will be off 55.3 41.6 

aet by improved property valuei 

Low impact uses along the river were favored over intensive uses (Table 3). 

Management of Growth Resources 

Both groups were asked to respond to four general categories regarding public 

investment to manage growth and Valley resources. Those categories pertain to; 1) 

using public funds for preservation of resources, 2) water management, 3) tourism, 

and 4) specific planning authority for valley resource preservation. The residents 
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* INDICATING 12 Mod fa^otum Uiu % INDICATING 9 Lea* Important Uki 

Walking accen 
Picnicking 
Hiking 
Photography 

Swimming 
Nature atudy 
Handicap accew 
Outdoor painting 
Camping 
Honeback riding 
Bike acceu 

84.0 
80.9 
78.3 
74.5 
70.2 
65.9 
62.8 
62.8 
60.7 
55.4 
53.2 
53.2 

Golfing 
RV camping 
Cutting firewood 
Panning for gold 

Paramilitary uae 
Topping 
Off-road vehicle* 
Mountain biking 
Hunting 

71.3 
71.3 
62.8 
52.1 
52.1 
50.0 
41.5 
40.5 
40.5 

were more inclined, by a slim margin over leaders, to favor public investment or 

regulations to manage growth and resources in the Valley. 

Using Public Funds for Preservation 

If sensitive lands and the NPS units are to be protected for public use or 

preservation, leaders favored more strongly than residents, the outright purchase of 

those lands. Neither group was in favor of direct tax increases. However, both 

groups marginally favored increased surtaxes on hotels, motels and restaurants for 

improvements and protection (see Table 4a). 
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Table 4a. Attitudes toward use of public funds for protection of resources. 

Public Funda For Protection % RESIDENTS *LEADERS 

-puichaae rights along Verde River 61.7 91.7 
-purchaae land adjacent to Mate and national parka 

to buffer from development impacts 63.8 75.0 
-increased property tax for acquisition or improvement 

of public lands 33.0 16.6 
-increaaed saiea tax for acquisition or improvement 

of public landa 40.4 33.3 
-increaaed restaurant, hotel, or motel taxes for 

acquisition or improvement of public landa 62.8 50.0 

Water Management 

A primary natural resource of the Verde Valley is the perennial Verde River 

and riparian habitat. Both groups favored designation of a water management 

authority and blocking all further transfers, trades or sales, of water out of the valley. 

Residents did not favor limitation of grazing or irrigated farming to protect quality 

and quantity of flows of the Verde River. However, they did favor limitation of 

residential or commercial development as necessary to protect the river. Conversely, 

leaders favored limitation of grazing and irrigated farming and barely favored 

limitation of residential or commercial development (see Table 4b). 

Table 4b. Attitudes towards water management in the valley. 

Percentage Favoring % RESIDENTS % LEAEHS 

-designation of a water management authority for water conservation and protection 66.7 73.4 
of quality and quantity in the valley 

-blocking any tranifera, tradea or aalei of water out of the valley 85.1 100 
-limitation of grazing to protect water quality 3t quantity 52.1 66.7 
-limitation of irrigated fanning to protect water quality & quantity 46.8 66.7 
-limitation of development to protect water quality and quantity 72.3 50.0 
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Tourism 

Both groups favored promoting tourism in the Verde Valley except in the 

event of chronic overuse of river corridor facilities. They also favored some form of 

limitation of river corridor recreational facilities in the event of overuse, either 

through reservations, fees, limited parking or remote access points (see Table 4c). 

Table 4c. Attitudes toward promotion of tourism and recreation in the valley. 

Percentage Favoring PRESIDENT %LEADERS 

-promoting the Verde Valley 
-restricting promotion of the valley in the event of chronic 

ovenue of Verde River recreation facilities 
-reservations for overused areas 
-fees for overused areas 
-limiting parking at overused areas 
•developing access points far from population centers and 

restricting those closer 
-not restricting overuse in any way 

51.1 

31.9 
66.0 
68.1 

66.0 

62.7 
13.9 

83.3 

50.0 
91.7 
83.3 
75.0 

66.7 
66.6 

Preservation Planning Authority 

In general, both groups favored sensitivity to preservation and conservation of 

valley resources in the planning process. Residents and leaders favored protection of 

Verde Valley state parks and national monuments from development of adjacent lands 

as well as "stringent and comprehensive valley-wide land use controls to protect the 

Verde River corridor and the Valley's scenic, natural and cultural and historic 

resources". Both groups favored vesting a Valley-wide authority with power to 

protect Valley resources through the public planning and review process (see Table 4d). 



Table 4d. Attitudes toward vesting a preservation planning authority. 

Percentage Favoring PRESIDENTS PLEADERS 

•protection of Mate park* and natioaal moaumeoli from impact* 
of adjacent land development through public planning 
and review 84.1 91.7 

-stringent and comprehensive valley-wide land uie control* to 
protect valley teaouice* 59.6 66.6 

-verting a valley-wide authority with power to protect valley 
rciourcei through public planning and review 72.4 58.4 

Allocation of Taxes and Water Resources 

Residential, commercial and industrial, agricultural, river and natural settings, 

and tourist activities were listed as potential development categories. Residents and 

leaders were asked to rank how they would allocate tax and water resources to 

maintain current natural and economic resources in the valley (see Table 5). 

Table 5. Priorities of residents and leaders for allocation of taxes 
and water to maintain current resources. 

Development Categoric* ^Residents' Reiponie % Leaders' Response 

Residential 78.8 58.3 
Wildlife protection 74.5 8.3 
Commercial/industrial 64.9 8.3 
Recreation and touriam 63.9 8.3 
Agriculture 62.8 8.3 

Both groups were asked to consider allocation of the tax and water resources 

for development or improvement of the same categories (see Table 6). 
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Table 6. Priorities of residents and leaders for allocation of taxes and water to 
develop or improve resources. 

Development Categoric! ftReodeoU' Reaponae % Leaden' Reapome 

Reaidertial 42.5 25.0 
Commeicial/indnatrial 40.5 25.0 
Agriculture 34.0 16.7 
Wildlife protection 60.6 8.3 
Recreation and touriam 36.6 8.3 

Use of Verde Valley Natural Resources 

Both groups were asked to recount and with how many persons, in the past 

year (Figure 2) and the past five years (Figure 3), they had visited; Bignotti Beach, 

the Verde River Corridor, Dead Horse, Jerome and Fort Verde State Historic Parks, 

Tuzigoot, Montezuma Well and Montezuma Castle National Monuments. 

1 _ 1 
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-
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Figure 2. Past Year Visits to Valley 
Parks 

Figure 3. Visits Over Past 5 Years to 
Valley Parks 



Satisfaction with Quality of Living 

A majority of residents indicated satisfaction with community services and 

overall quality of living in their particular area except for access to public 

transportation, access to public schools and the local roads system (see Table 7). 

Table 7. Satisfaction ratings with public services and amenities in the valley. 

Service or Amenity % of Residents % of Leaders 

Local land use planning 59.6 75.0 
Local economic "climate' 57.4 66.7 
Access to health care 68.1 75.0 
Access to public transportation 18.1 33.3 
Access to public schools 43.6 83.3 
Access to a college or university 51.0 75.0 
Access to shopping 78.7 75.0 
Access to restaurants 75.6 91.6 
Access to church or temple 71.3 75.0 
Access to outdoor recreation 87.3 100 
Access to national parks 84.0 100 
Present scenic quality 89.3 100 
Present air quality 89.4 91.6 
Present water quality 83.0 83.4 
Police or sheriff protection 76.6 75.0 
Fire protection 83.0 66.7 
The Verde River 77.6 91.6 
Tuzigoot, Montezuma Castle/Well 74.5 75.0 
Local road system 66.0 41.7 
Present economic growth 55.4 75.0 
Present population growth 58.5 58.3 
Local property values 68.9 66.7 
Investment value of property 58.5 58.3 

Socio-demographic Information 

The majority of residents were permanent valley residents, most of whom 

voted in the last election. More got local news from radio or television than the local 
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newspaper. A slight majority had attended a public meeting concerning local 

development in the past two years, but only a small percentage had an active 

conservationist in the household. Half of the respondents were registered as 

Republican and lived in a local city or town. 

One third of the residents were fully employed locally, and more than a third 

were not employed in the valley. Of those employed, one third were employed in 

private enterprise and nearly one quarter were employed by some form of government 

or public institution employment (see Table 8). It is not known how the remaining 

23.3% of those employed earn their living. 

Table 8. Resident employment profile 

Source of Houiehold Income 

Private enterprise 33.0% 
Self-owned buiineu (18.1%) 
Employed in otben' private buiineu (14.9%) 

Government or public institution 21.3 % 
Agriculture or other 12.8% 
Real cmic induMiy 6.4% 
Tourism 3.2% 

The majority of valley household purchases were made in Cottonwood. 

Camp Verde was the second most significant shopping area. 

In general, leaders of the Verde Valley had achieved higher levels of income, 

and education compared to residents. Nearly all leaders are within the ages of 36 to 

65 years old while residents were represented in all the age categories (see Table 9). 



Table 9. Demographic profile of Verde Valley residents. 
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Income Residents Leaden 

$5,000 to $9,999 4.3* 0.0* 
$10,000 to $19,999 33.0* 8.3* 
$20,000 to $29,999 20.2* 0.0* 
$30,000 to $39,999 12.8* 25.0* 
$40,000 to $49,999 10.6* 33.3* 
$50,000 to $74,999 9.6* 25.0* 
$75,000 to $99,999 0.0* 8.3* 
$100,000 or mote 1.1* 0.0* 

Education 

No formal education 2.1* 0.0* 
Completed grade ichool 1.1* 0.0* 
Completed middle or junior high ichool 4.3* 0.0* 
Completed high ichool 21.3* 8.3* 
Completed aome college 31.9* 41.7* 
Bachelor's degree 19.1* 25.0* 
Matter's degree 10.6% 16.7* 
Doctoral or higher degree 4.3% 8.3* 

Age 

18 to 25 yean 2.1* 0.0* 
26 to 35 yean 9.6* 0.0* 
36 to 45 yean 18.1* 33.3* 
46 to 55 yean 18.1* 25.0* 
56 to 65 yean 23.4* 33.3* 
66 to 75 yean 20.2* 0.0* 
over 75 yean 5.3* 8.3* 

Results of Each Group Compared 

Responses of residents to leaders were compared for each question. Table 10 

organizes the grouped results according to percentage and disposition of agreement. 

Attention is particularly drawn to those issues which have an unfavorable and 

controversial rating. Neutral responses to issues with less than a 50% rating are 

significant enough to create a majority outcome and have been assigned to the 

controversial category. 



Table 10. Percentage of agreement between residents and leaders on community  ̂
issues. 

% Favorable Unfavorable Controversial 

i75 Number of restaurants 
Bastrictii  ̂ltiadertial develop. 
Scenic, natural, historic, & 
cultural protection 
Purchase access to Verde River 
Access public trail* 
Flood cootrol 
Control adjacent land uie to NFS 
units 

Valley resource protection agency 
Increaied bed tax 
Land use planning 
Outdoor rec. opportunities 
Scenic, air and water quality 
Presence of NPS 
Present population growth 

Cost of protection of valley 
resources will be compensated 
by increased property values and 
quality of life 

Increased property taxes to 
protect resources 

Increased sales taxes to protect 
valley resources 

50-74 Purchase land adjacent to NPS 
units 

Water management authority 
Reservations and limited parking 
at over used recreation areas 

Promote tourism of Verde Vslley 
Control of residential develop. 
No water transfers out of valley 
Acceaa to colleges or universities 
Sufficient shopping 
Access to NPS units 
Winter and summer tourism 
Winter residents 
Industry and commercial develop. 
Sufficient motels 
Restricting tourism publicity for 
over used areas 

No restrictions on overused areas 
Sufficient road system 
Sufficient economic growth 
Sufficient investment value of 
property 

£50 Need for more mobile homes 
More fast food business 
More shopping malls 
Location of a commercial center 
Fees for over used rec. areas 
Control of live stock activity 
Control of irrigation act. 
Vslley wide land use control 
Sstisfsction with property 
values 
Satisfac. with economic climate 
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DISCUSSION 

The research question of this thesis examines whether there is sufficient 

evidence to indicate a willingness, of Verde Valley residents, to support protection 

from harmful impacts of development on lands adjacent to the area NPS monuments. 

The simple answer is yes, the NPS units appear to be a significant resource to the 

residents of the Verde Valley. However, interpretation of this research indicates 

more complex information. 

Survey Results 

Survey results indicate that a majority of residents and leaders favor protection 

of significant historic and archaeological sites, the chief purpose of the NPS units in 

the valley. Both residents and leaders also favor allocation of public funds for 

protection or improvement purposes. In addition, both groups favor public purchase 

of lands adjacent to NPS units to buffer them from harmful development impacts and 

they support an increased hotel, motel and restaurant tax to fund acquisition or 

improvement of public lands. Both groups strongly favor protection through the 

public planning and review process and each group is satisfied with access to national 

parks in the valley. 

Favorable as these indications of support may seem, other results suggest 

potential conflicting values and should be considered prudently. There is a low level 

of belief among both residents and leaders that the cost for protection of the natural 

resources will be compensated by increased property values and quality of living in 
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the valley. In addition, neither group favors increased property or sales tax for 

acquisition or improvement of natural resources. These results suggest that while the 

residents and leaders are in favor of preservation, they are reluctant to pay for it. 

Improvement or maintenance of tourism and recreation facilities and resources ranked 

4 out of 5 for the allocation of taxes and water. Increasing hotel, motel and 

restaurant taxes to pay for preservation suggests that the community wants to extract 

more revenues from tourists but does not support reinvesting in the tourism 

"industry". A low impact, coordinated tourism development plan created, in part, by 

community input, and widely endorsed by key local leaders could reduce this 

contradiction. 

Survey results demonstrate that the most significant resource to valley residents 

is the Verde River which is used more than five times more than any of the other 

recreation areas in the valley. Aside from the river, Jerome State Historic Park and 

Dead Horse Ranch State Park are the most frequently visited sites by valley residents. 

Results also indicate that second to walking, picnicking is the highest rated activity 

with valley residents. The significance of these two parks may be that both feature 

adjacent picnic areas, one situated on the banks of the Verde River and the other 

commanding outstanding views of the Verde Valley. Of the National Park Service 

units in the valley, Montezuma Castle and Montezuma Well, which have picnic 

facilities, are more frequently visited than Tuzigoot which has no picnic facilities. 

According to Molnar and Smith (1982), high satisfaction rates with overall 
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quality of living in the area indicates inclination to maintain status quo. This will 

pose problems to an organized planning effort unless potential problems or creative 

solutions to existing problems can capture the attention of the community. The valley 

leaders and residents are highly satisfied with local amenities. However, lower 

ranking of satisfaction regarding the Verde River and the NPS units compared to 

higher rankings of satisfaction with present scenic, air and water quality may indicate 

a lack of association between the contributions of the Verde River and NPS units to 

existing scenic, air and water quality. 

Comparison of Grouped Results 

According to the findings of Ayres and Potter (1989) regarding compatible 

values between leaders and residents, there are issues which warrant public discussion 

to clarify the values of this community. Most specific of these issues is economic 

development. Survey results indicate more support for new and existing industrial 

and commercial development by means of allocating taxes and water resources. The 

Chamber of Commerce, on the other hand, has designated tourism as the primary 

focus for economic development. Immediate attention to this contradiction is required 

to avoid uncoordinated and ill-defined development which would place the national 

monuments and other natural areas at undue risk from impact of development on 

lands adjacent to these resources (Croze, 1984; Lapping, 1989; Garratt, 1984). 

Using a variation of the model developed by Allen and Gibson (1987), a 

comparison of resident and leader responses indicate that the category representing 
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75% agreement or higher, can be used to plan appropriate development and growth 

which will likely be supported. The second level, between 50% and 74.9% 

agreement, may provoke dispute depending on how the issues are defined. This 

category can serve to identify those items requiring careful attention in the planning 

process. Intentional focus on these issues, through community discussion as 

suggested by Ayres & Potter (1989), may establish more clearly defined values and 

facilitate choices regarding the direction to which the community planning process 

should be aimed. 

Within the third level, nearly a dozen issues were split between favorable and 

non-favorable responses with enough neutral responses to create no majority either 

way. These issues have to do with the perceived need for more mobile homes, fast 

food and restaurant facilities, and shopping malls, as well as location of a commercial 

center, fees at over-used recreation areas, public control of live stock and irrigation 

activity, valley wide land use control, and the economic climate including investment 

value of property. These issues impact economics and land use in the entire valley 

including the sensitive resources and areas. No planning agendas should be set 

without community discussion to directly explore these topics for clarification of 

current local values. 

Social Profile of the Valley 

As described by Vidich and Bensman (1968) this rural community may prefer 

a stronger form of local government, decentralized from federal government because 
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they are, by a slim majority, registered Republican. Indication of high motivation to 

vote in public elections may be skewed by the fact that the random sample was taken 

from the list of registered voters in Yavapai County. This population was specifically 

selected, however, because it was presumed that issues about land use would be of 

higher concern to those active in the electoral process and therefore more surveys 

would be completed and returned. 

One-third of the working residents of the valley are employed by private 

enterprise. Slightly more than half of this group are business owners, the other half 

of the group works for these business owners. This may indicate that most self-

owned businesses in the valley only mildly stimulate employment. No other source of 

employment in the valley ranked higher than private enterprise. This suggests that 

small business is a standard form of employment. However, it is not known what 

percentage of those employed are employed by the new, large chain stores. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

For the National Park Service 

The role of the NPS superintendent must evolve to include community 

leadership traits if the NPS units are to be strongly represented as a significant 

community asset. Alternative options to development harmful to the NPS units 

should be presented either by NPS personnel or professional planners. Contact with 

community leaders and residents of the valley is essential to provide information 

about sensitive resources and to encourage local support for protection. Systems for 

working with the public and other agencies must be developed and planning goals 

must be based on realistic regional needs and opportunities. 

Survey results suggest that valley residents favor more highly those amenities 

that are directly related to the Verde River system as well as wildlife and natural 

resources. To create a stronger association between the archaeological ruins of 

Tuzigoot and these resources, it is recommended that the NPS negotiate to acquire 

land south of Tuzigoot National Monument down to the Verde River (Figure 4) for 

development of an interpretive park, much like the setting of the picnic area at 

Montezuma Well. This will provide an opportunity to further explain the importance 

of the Sinagua culture in the history of the Verde Valley. The riparian system is an 

important aviary habitat. Designation of the land south of the monument may serve 

to protect the monument while providing bird watching opportunities. This could 

only increase potential support for protection of the area. 
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Archaeological exploration should begin on the land east, north and northwest 

of Tuzigoot National Monument. These are believed to have been agricultural fields 

during the time of the Sinagua culture (Figure 5). Should significant remnants be 

discovered these areas should also be developed and managed as interpretive areas. 

A study by Worden (1981) shows that only 5% of the visitors to the nearby 

NPS units are valley residents (Worden, 1981). The NPS superintendent should 

initiate a public relations campaign within the valley, through the public service 

opportunities of local radio and television. This campaign should clearly explain the 

historical as well as the economic importance of the units to the valley and encourage 

residents to visit often. As suggested by Talbot (1984) direct requests for assistance 

in protecting monument integrity should come from the superintendent and be directed 

to community leaders, planners and residents. Invitations should be extended to the 

state universities and community colleges to animate historic documentation which 

could result in a video for community, cable or public television broadcast. Such a 

broadcast event could muster a sense of community pride and ownership that may 

rivet attention to protection of these community resources. The media is an important 

tool for dissemination of information and should be carefully and frequently used. 

Information about the relevance the NPS units in the valley should be clearly 

and frequently expressed to the community by park service personnel. The greatest 

act of mismanagement at this time will be to presume that area residents understand 

the historic and economic value of these units to the Verde Valley. The National 
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Parks and Conservation Development conference of 1984 addressed the need for 

creative repetition of preservation information without becoming boring. Solid 

commitment, by NPS personnel, to dissemination of this information throughout the 

community could create local support required to develop dedication to preservation 

and enhancement of the resources. 

Recommendations For Community Development 

Since tourism has been identified as a major focus for future development, a 

clear and comprehensive plan for this development is required to preserve special 

characteristics of the valley. The study by Worden (1981) provides useful 

information about tourism patterns in the Verde Valley and should be consulted in the 

planning process for tourism development. Inskeep (1987) suggests the importance of 

a comprehensive inventory of community resources to determine realistic goals for 

expansion and growth. Attempts should be made to offer tourism workshops which 

define community values. Some Cooperative Extension Service units (Sems, 1989) 

are developing programs specifically to advise about rural tourism development. 

The Chamber of Commerce or local small business association could serve a 

key role providing facts about establishment and growth of small local businesses 

needed to meet tourism needs. Encouragement of small business development may 

satisfy the inclination toward independent business ownership in the valley and reduce 

dependance on government and outside investors. This may also help preserve 
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special characteristics of the valley and avoid proliferation of low paying service jobs 

typical to a tourism economy as mentioned by Richter (1985). To the extent possible, 

NPS personnel can provide information about typical tourists at the monuments for 

local planning purposes. 

Tourism markets should be explored and alternative, low impact methods 

developed which orchestrate the impacts of increasing interests in the Verde Valley. 

In other words preparation and expansion for increased tourism in the valley should 

be carefully planned to take full advantage of capital improvements and minimize 

impacts to sensitive resources from increased tourism. 

Under the supervision of a valley-wide planning authority, a Main Streets 

program may serve to encourage renovation of Old Town Cottonwood storefronts, 

provide the improvements needed to attract tourism and set an example for the 

coming first and second wave development cycle described by Lapping (1989). At 

the same time, tourism development can be designed to inform visitors of the unique 

features of the area as suggested by Liu & Var (1986) and Jafari (1986). For 

instance, heritage tours of agricultural fields can demonstrate past irrigation practices 

and crop histories of the area, river trails for riparian tours could explain wildlife and 

native plant habitats specific to the area while increasing public access to the river. 

An annual parade can be created to kick off the local Verde River Days festival. The 

theme of this parade could focus on costumes to resemble plant and wildlife creatures 

found along the river. Funding possibilities such as the National Endowment for the 
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Arts, private foundations supportive of community and arts related efforts, are 

plentiful if sought. 

Wood (1989) and Limback (1989) suggest employment of all available 

community resources to develop a comprehensive tourism plan. The nearby 

community college is a vital asset to the community not to be overlooked. The 

campus could be used to develop classes and workshops aimed at the tourist 

population utilizing the valley for field trips. Courses on small business management, 

tourism development, skilled maintenance and much more could be provided to ensure 

a knowledgeable labor pool that could take advantage of new employment prospects. 

Lui & Var (1986) describe the opportunity for protecting environmental 

surrounds with a healthy tourism industry. The Verde Valley has an opportunity to 

explore economic development based on protection of unique resources. It is not 

feasible to purchase all the land required to protect sensitive areas. Survey results 

indicate support for a valley resource protection agency, land use planning and a 

water management authority. It is not probable that a regulatory agency with this 

much jurisdiction would be created. However, it is conceivable that a non-partisan, 

not-for-profit organization with a board of directors could be established to construct a 

regulatory model, perhaps taking an approach such as the Successful Communities 

program. 

Although there is promise for successful tourism in the Verde Valley, it is 

imperative that tourism be only part of a well rounded community development plan. 
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Sole dependence on tourism revenues, without other developed productive industries, 

would place the Verde Valley in a precarious economic situation in the event that 

tourism suffers a major set back. The Phelps Dodge company should be approached 

for financial support in the efforts to protect community resources while growth 

occurs. Barring any other acceptable development proposal, the old Phelps Dodge 

smelter plant in Clarkdale could be converted into food and craft shops or popular 

outlet shops to enhance tourists to linger in the Valley and provide opportunity for 

local small business development. 

The Verde Valley is not a stable community. More than two thirds of the 

residents have lived in the valley for only ten years and nearly half of the population 

is over 55 years old. It is likely that this retirement population will not support 

growth and change within the community. In the next 10 to 15 years, this population 

is apt to move form their current homes to a health care or assisted living facility of 

some sort. This is a possible avenue for economic development in the valley and 

should be researched. It is important to determine and incorporate the needs of this 

population into the planning process. Without future planning for the valley now, 

economic and environmental crisis is inevitable. 

The Phelps Dodge Company has set in motion, with the Verde Ranch project, 

a potential Boomtown Cycle as characterize by Lapping (1989). Discussion and 

resolution of those controversial issues, uncovered in the survey, is vital if this 

community is to maintain a high satisfaction and quality of life during its' pending 
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growth. According to survey results, this community is not satisfied with the level of 

the roads system, economic growth and investment value of their property. This kind 

of discontent leaves the valley vulnerable to developers who offer community 

improvements in exchange for rezoning of land. In fact, Clarkdale will acquire a new 

water treatment plant, provided by Phelps Dodge to compensate for the additional 

service demand created by the Verde Ranch development project. 

The intention of this research is to determine if there is local support for 

protection of the NPS units in the Verde Valley. The purpose of this discussion is to 

suggest that a well developed and coordinated tourism plan, faithfully and locally 

administered, may be an effective tool to protect the National Park Service units and 

the natural resources which express the uniqueness of the Verde Valley. Much 

energy has already been spent on protection of Verde Valley natural resources by the 

committees of the Verde River Corridor Project. Any land use or tourism planning 

process should be coordinated with this effort. 

Growth is expected to continue throughout Arizona into the 21st century. To 

be effective in the competitive market, sensitive land protection must be argued from 

an economic perspective given the pressures from population and development on 

open land. Until such time when the economic value of the ecological disturbance 

from growth and development is clearly known, other economic indicators must be 

determined and used to argue for preservation of resources. For the Verde Valley 

NPS units, tourism is the most readily available measurement tool to describe the 



economic value of the NPS units to the valley. 

An average expenditure per tourist within Arizona and at the NPS units has 

been determined (Worden, 1981) and can presumably be updated using a current 

inflation index, multiplied by the increase in tourism to arrive at up-to-date 

expenditures. Cunningham's study (1988) determined $43.38 was generated for every 

dollar spent for national park management. Both studies indicate benificial economic 

impact to host communities of national parks if they choose to develop tourism. 

The majority of tourist activity in the valley is passive. The typical Verde 

Valley tourist experience is to travel from site to site enjoying the grand view only 

through the windows of an automobile. Having little or no encounter with the towns 

or the residents, few tourists stop or spend any money in the valley aside from at the 

tourist sites. Local visits to NPS units in the valley is very low, only 5% of total 

NPS visits per year. Each of these facts represents missed opportunities to invite the 

traveler to learn about the area. If the tourist is not making acquaintance with the 

towns folk, they aire not having memorable experiences to tell their friends about, thus 

encouraging new tourist interest. 

Tourism in the Verde Valley should look at other successful tourism programs 

and market research to evaluate what could work locally. This scientific approach 

should be used with caution however, to avoid creation of a generic tourist town 

which does not reflect the unique character and pace of the Verde Valley. 

Efforts to deliver customer satisfaction and encourage return visits and word of 
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mouth advertising can draw from many places. Undoubtedly, significant information 

about valley tourists can be supplied by the park rangers who observe their likes and 

dislikes and who talk to visitors every day. Community discussion regarding 

economic impact and political issues affecting tourism are necessary to understanding 

how this "clean" industry can by developed in the area (Limback, 1989). 



Public involvement is essential to form a tourism program which fairly reflects 

public and private interests. Successful tourism development in a community must 

begin with identification of and agreement to protect the sense of place. This may be 

accomplished by a signage ordinance, zoning, capital improvements schedule 

management, or designation of resources on the national register of historic places. 

The greatest threat to a successful tourism industry is intolerance by the community of 

noise and litter pollution, increased land costs, and an overall loss of the distinctive 

character which first created the impetus for tourism. 

Community needs and values should be identified to determine appropriate 

goals before tourism is developed. The level of service required to meet the needs of 

both residents and tourists must be considered. Support is likely if residents have 

input and understand how the plan will benefit the community. 

Resolution of areas of dissatisfaction within the community should be 

considered when looking at potential development projects. As often as possible, 

plans and projects should solve or alleviate existing community problems and 

consideration should always be given to who benefits and who pays. For instance, 

Montezuma Castle is approaching its' maximum capacity for parking. In fact, most 

holidays it can not provide sufficient parking and must turn visitors away. 

One area of dissatisfaction, according to the survey results, is access to public 

transportation and one of the greatest threats to the valley is air pollution due to the 
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area geomoiphology. Since the Verde Valley is bound on the east and west with 

mountain ranges, air pollutants, including auto emissions, can become trapped and 

hang over the area until wind or rain disburses or evacuates the contamination. This 

is a prime opportunity for the National Park Service, together with Arizona 

Department of Transportation (ADOT), Office of Tourism and community 

entrepreneurs or not-for-profit groups to discuss resolution of the valley transportation 

problem. Local private transport companies could provide intown transportation to 

central shuttle connections which provide transportation services to other shuttle 

connections in the valley via a state transportation system. Important sites within 

each town would be serviced by the local transport company. 

Uncontrolled growth can have negative financial, environmental and social 

impacts on a community and uncoordinated land use regulations can lead to wasteful 

litigation. Land use regulation in the Verde Valley is critical for the protection of 

sensitive resources and best use of sustainable resources. Realistic objectives and 

policies should address current and future needs according to available tax revenues. 

Program planning should reflect availability of skilled personnel for administration 

and the most appropriate institutional structure for management. Any new plan 

should consider existing land management programs and required compliance 

standards. Regulatory programs often require technical and financial assistance from 

state and federal agencies. As government responsibilities through out the country 

move away from a federal centralized form and more towards state and local 



responsibilities, understanding and incorporating regional or local goals and values 

becomes especially important to cull out salient land use issues. 

Throughout history, public polices and economic trends have influenced rural 

America which has served as a buffer between contrived urban environments and 

natural wilderness areas. Pressures from encroaching urban and suburban growth 

threaten the rural milieu with radically different land uses and life styles. National 

parks, typically located within or next to rural communities, are being impacted by 

development on lands adjacent to park boundaries. Much of this development poses 

significant danger and thwarts preservation of some of the most important natural 

areas in the world. Policies are required to encourage cooperation among land use 

decision makers outside the park boundaries and to engage host communities in 

protection efforts for the national parks. 
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THE IMPACTS OF GROWTH ON THE SCENIC, NATURAL, 
AND CULTURAL/HISTORIC RESOURCES OF THE VERDE VALLEY 

The Verde Valley's scenic, natural, and cultural/historic 
resources contribute in a major way to the high quality of life in 
the Valley. They also attract large numbers of tourists, major 
contributors to the area's economy. 

In the face of rapid population growth and development in the 
Valley, care must be taken to ensure that quality of life is 
maintained, and, if possible, enhanced. This makes it essential 
that these critical Valley resources be carefully protected. 

Public opinions and attitudes have a strong impact on how 
development occurs, and on the extent to which these important 
Valley resources are protected in the development process. This 
survey is to find out how important you feel these resources are in 
the Valley's future development plans. 

References in parts of this survey are made to the Verde River 
Corridor. This refers to the Verde River from the TAPCO historic 
power plant above Clarkdale down some 60 river miles to the Beasley 
Flats river access point below the town of Camp Verde. The 
Corridor encompasses only the area within the 100- year floodplain. 

GENERAL ATTITUDES ABOUT GROWTH 

Q-l. Many different kinds of growth are possible in the Verde 
Valley, depending on what kind is desired. How desirable or 
undesirable do you see these different kinds of growth? (Circle a 
response for each type of growth listed). 

TYPE OF DESIRABLE UNDESIRABLE 
GROWTH HIGHLY SOMEWHAT NEITHER SOMEWHAT HIGHLY 
1-Winter tourists . HD SD N SU HU 
2-Summer tourists . HD SD N SU HU 
3-Winter residents . HD SD N SU HU 
4-Working permanent 

residents & dependents . . HD SD N SU HU 
5-Retired permanent 

residents & dependents . . HD SD N SU HU 
6-Industrial sector . . . . . HD SD N SU HU 
7-Commercial/service sector . HD SD N SU HU 
8-Single family residences. . HD SD N SU HU 
9-Seasonal Apartments . . . . HD SD N SU HU 
10-Permanent Apartments . . , . HD SD N SU HU 
11-Townhomes/patio homes. . . HD SD N SU HU 
12-Mobile home parks. . . . . HD SD N SU HU 
13-Motels . HD SD N SU HU 
14-Restaurants . HD SD N SU HU 
15-Fast food . HD SD N SU HU 
16-Shopping malls . HD SD N SU HU 
17-Resort hotels . HD SD N SU HU 
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Q-2. Growth can be either concentrated or scattered. Which of the 
following statements best reflects your opinion on how growth 
should be distributed in the Verde Valley? 

COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT (circle the number of the best choice): 
1-should be concentrated primarily in Cottonwood 
2-should be concentrated mostly in Cottonwood and Camp Verde 
3-should be distributed more evenly among all existing communities 
such as Cottonwood, Camp Verde, Clarkdale, Jerome 
4-should not be restricted to any particular area 

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT (circle the number of the best choice): 
1-should be restricted to existing communities in the valley 
2-should not be restricted to any particular area 
3-other (describe) 

ATTITUDES ABOUT VERDE VALLEY RESOURCES 

Q-3. Growth can have strong impacts on scenic, natural, and 
cultural/historic resources, even when the two are in different 
locations. We are interested in how you would view tradeoffs 
between different kinds of development and Valley resources. For 
each statement below, indicate your level of agreement by circling 
your response. 

STRONGLY STRONGLY 
AGREE AGREE NEITHER DISAGREE DISAGREE 
(SA) (A) (N) (D) (SD) 

1-Commercial business and/or residential development on private 
land should be allowed only when significant scenic views are 
adequately protected.* 

SA A N D SD 

2-Commercial business and/or residential development on private 
land should be allowed only when significant wildlife and natural 
communities are adequately protected.* 

SA A N D SD 

3-Commercial business and/or residential development on private 
land should be allowed only when significant historic and 
archaeologic resources are adequately protected.* 

SA A N D SD 

4-The costs to private citizens of protecting these resources will 
be more than compensated by increases in property values, growth in 
economic activity and improved quality of living in the Valley. 

SA A N D SD 

* Significance of scenic, wildlife and cultural resources is to 
be determined by expert recommendation subject to public approval. 
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Q-4. How important for you PERSONALLY would it be to be able to 
use the Verde River Corridor for the following purposes? (Circle 
your response for each activity). 

IMPORTANT UNIMPORTANT 
VERY SOMEWHAT NEITHER SOMEWHAT VERY 
(VI) (SI) (N) (SU) (VU) 

1-hiking SI N SU vu 
2-bicycle touring SI N SU VU 
3-canoeing/kayaking .VI SI N SU vu 
4-swimming/wading SI N SU vu 
5-bank fishing SI N SU vu 
6-picnicking SI N SU vu 
7-tent/outdoor camping .... SI N SU vu 
8-RV camping SI N SU vu 
9-flycasting SI N SU vu 
10-cutting firewood • VI SI N SU vu 
ll-birdwatching/nature study . .VI SI N SU vu 
12-walking access to the river .VI SI N SU vu 
13-bicycle access to the river • VI SI N SU vu 
14-motor vehicle access to the 

river SI N SU vu 
15-off-road vehicle use. . . . .VI SI N SU vu 
16-rafting SI N SU vu 
17-river drive road SI N SU vu 
18-paramilitary games and 

maneuvers SI N SU vu 
19-trapping SI N SU vu 
20-mountain bike riding. . . . .VI SI N SU vu 
21-panning for gold .VI SI N SU vu 
22-photography SI N SU vu 
23-landscape sketching/painting.VI SI N SU vu 
24-hunting SI N SU vu 
25-golfing SI N SU vu 
26-horseback riding SI N SU vu 
27-handicap access SI N SU vu 

Q-5. Referring to question 4 above, CIRCLE THE NUMBERS of all 
those activities you have engaged in sometime this past year, 
WITHOUT REGARD TO WHERE IN THE WORLD YOU MIGHT HAVE DONE SO 

Q-6. Referring again to question 4 , UNDERLINE all the activities 
you have engaged in sometime this past year ON THE VERDE RIVER 
ITSELF. 

Q-7. Again referring to question 4, PLACE A CHECK MARK in front of 
all those activities you think should take precedence over private 
property rights along the Verde River Corridor. IF YOU BELIEVE 
THAT NONE SHOULD TAKE PRECEDENCE - WRITE "NONE" BELOW. 
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MAKAGEMENT OF GROWTH AMD RESOURCES 

Q-8. Management and protection of the Verde Valley's scenic, 
natural and cultural/historic resources will ultimately require 
public investment before the full benefits can be derived. Circle 
the extent to which you favor or oppose each of the following 
management strategies. 

STRONGLY SOMEWHAT SOMEWHAT STRONGLY 
FAVOR FAVOR NEITHER OPPOSE OPPOSE 
(F+) (F-) (N) (0-) (0+) 

1-The use of public funds to gradually purchase rights and 
interests in private lands along the Verde River Corridor for 
public uses. 

F+ F- N 0- 0+ 

2-The use of public funds to gradually purchase rights and 
interests in private lands bordering Tuzigoot, Montezuma Castle, 
Montezuma Well, Dead Horse Ranch State Park, Bignotti Beach, 1000 
Trails, Fort Verde State Historic Park, Jerome State Historic Park, 
and the Verde River Corridor to buffer them from the pressures of 
offsite development. 

F+ F- N 0- 0+ 

3-Designation of a water management authority for the Verde Valley 
with authority to allocate water resources among users, to promote 
and enforce water conservation, to protect water quality of the 
Verde River, and to promote its rational use for environmentally 
sensitive development in the Valley. 

F+ F- N 0- 0+ 

4-ln the event of chronic overuse of Verde River Corridor 
recreational facilities, would you favor 

reservations for selected uses or areas F+ F- N 0- 0+ 
fees for selected uses or areas F+ F- N 0- 0+ 
limiting parking at frequently used areas F+ F- N 0- 0+ 
developing access points far from 

population centers and restricting those 
closer F+ F- N 0- 0+ 

not restricting use in any active way F+ F- N 0- 0+ 
restricting publicity about the area 
to potential visitors or tourists F+ F- N 0- 0+ 

5-Promoting strongly the Verde Valley and its features to potential 
visitors or tourists, both in and out of state. 

F+ F- N 0- 0+ 

6-Public control and limitation of livestock grazing on all lands 
in the Verde Valley as necessary to protect the quality and 
quantity of flows in the Verde River. 

F+ F- N 0- 0+ 
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7-Public control and limitation of irrigated farming in the Verde 
Valley as necessary to protect the quality and quantity of flows in 
the Verde River. F+ F- N O- 0+ 

8-Public control and limitation of residential or commercial 
development in the Verde Valley as necessary to protect the quality 
and quantity of flows in the Verde River. 

F+ F- N O- 0+ 

9-Blocking all further transfers, trades or sales of water out of 
the Verde Valley. F+ F- N O- 0+ 

10-The development of an upstream dam and reservoir to regulate 
flows, i.e. for higher flows during drier low-flow times, and for 
lower flows during flood danger times. 

F+ F- N O- 0+ 

11-The requirement that development on lands immediately adjacent 
to Tuzigoot National Monument, Montezuma Castle, Montezuma Well, 
Dead Horse Ranch State Park, Thousand Trails, Bignotti Beach, Forty 
Verde State Historic Park, or Jerome State Historic Park, be 
subject to a public planning and/or review process to ensure 
protection of those resources. 

F+ F- N O- 0+ 

12-Vesting a Valley-wide authority with power to protect the 
Valley's scenic, natural and cultural/historic resources through 
various means including a public planning and review process for 
development and use of surrounding lands. 

F+ F- N O- 0+ 

13-Levying new property taxes as necessary to finance improvements 
along the Verde River Corridor and for the protection of the 
Valley's scenic, natural and cultural/historic resources. 

F+ F- N 0- 0+ 

14-Levying new general sales taxes as necessary to finance 
improvements along the Verde River Corridor and for the protection 
of the Valley's scenic, natural and cultural/historic resources. 

F+ F- N O- 0+ 

15-Levying new surtaxes at hotels, motels and restaurants as 
necessary to finance improvements along the Verde River Corridor 
and for the protection of the Valley's scenic, natural and 
cultural/historic resources. 

F+ F- N O- 0+ 

16-Stringent and comprehensive valley-wide land use controls to 
effect protection of the Verde River Corridor and of the Valley's 
scenic, natural and cultural/historic resources. 

F+ F- N 0- 0+ 



17-Expanding the Yavapai County Board of Supervisors to a larger, 
more representative number. F+ F- N 0- 0+ 

Q-9. Water and taxes are the two most important, and most 
limiting, allocable resources in the Verde Valley. Indicate in 
which order you would allocate these scarce resources in the Verde 
Valley, where 1 is the highest, most important priority, and 10 is 
the lowest, least important priority. Use all the numbers, 1 
through 10, each only one time. 

FOR MAINTENANCE OF EXISTING COMMUNITY 

1-To maintain and support the present residential 
community 

2-To maintain and support the present commercial and 
industrial sector in the Valley 

3-To maintain and support the present agricultural 
sector in the Valley 

4-To protect the river and it's plant, animal and 
bird life in its present condition 

5-To support present recreational and tourist activity 
in the Valley 

FOR GROWTH AND IMPROVEMENT OF COMMUNITY 

6-To provide for growth in the residential community 

7-To provide for commercial and industrial growth 

8-To provide for growth in the agricultural sector 

9-To improve the river and it's plant, animal and bird 
life 

10-To provide for growth in recreational and tourist 
activity 

Q-10. Indicate in which order you would appropriate public monies 
for protection and/or enhancement of the following resources, with 
1 the highest priority, and 6 the lowest priority. 

1-protection of existing visual/scenic quality 

2-protection of existing wildlife/natural resources 

3-protection of existing cultural/historic resources 
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4-enhancement of visual/scenic quality 

5-enhancement of wildlife/natural resources 

6-enhancement of cultural/historic resources 

Q-ll. In which order would you designate highways or roads as 
officially "scenic" and/or "historic" (implying state support to 
protect from inappropriate development). 1 is the highest, first 
priority, and 11 is the lowest, last priority. 
1-1-17 from Cordes Jet. to Sedona turnoff (Hwy 179) 

2-Hwy 69 from Cordes Jet. to Prescott 

3-Hwy 89 alt. from Prescott to Jerome 

4-Hwy 89 alt. from Jerome to Cottonwood 

5-The back road from Jerome to Clarkdale 

6-Hwy 89 alt. from Cottonwood to Sedona 

7-Hwy 89 alt. from Sedona to Flagstaff 

8-The Cornville road from 89 alt. to the freeway 

9-Hwy 179 from Sedona to 1-17 

10-The General Crook Trail east of Camp Verde 

11-Hwy 169 from 1-17 to Hwy 69 

Q-12. The following is a list of some specific resources now in 
the Verde Valley. In column 1, write the number of times you have 
visited those places for pleasure in this past year. In column 2, 
estimate the TOTAL number of people who have accompanied you during 
those visits (note that if you and your spouse visited once a week 
for the past year, column 1 would be 52, and column 2 would also be 
52 because your spouse accompanied you 52 times). In column three, 
estimate the number of times you have visited those places for 
pleasure IN THE PAST 5 YEARS, and in column four, estimate the 
TOTAL number of people you have taken there or who have accompanied 
you during all those visits. 

NUMBER OF NUMBER OF NUMBER OF NUMBER OF 
TIMES PEOPLE TIMES PEOPLE 
PAST WITH PAST 5 WITH 
YEAR YOU YEARS YOU 

Bignotti Beach 
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Verde River Corridor (loc'n 
described on first page) 

Dead Horse Ranch State 
Park 

Jerome State Historic 
Park 

1000 Trails 

Tuzigoot National 
Monument 

Montezuma Castle Nat'l 
Monument 

Montezuma Well 

Fort Verde State Historic 
Park 

SATISFACTION WITH QUALITY OF LIVING 

Q-13. Overall, how satisfied are you with your quality of living 
in your present location? (Circle the best answer). 

Extrmly. Genrly. Somewhat Neither Somewhat Genrly. Extrmly. 
Satisf. Satisf. Satisf. Dissat. Dissat. Dissat. 

S+ S S- N D- D D+ 

Q-14. How do you personally feel the following factors affect your 
own personal quality of living at the present time? (Circle the 
response that best applies). 

POSITIVELY NEGATIVELY 
VERY SOMEWHAT NEITHER SOMEWHAT VERY 
(VP) (SP) (-) (SN) (VN) 

1-Local land use planning . . VP SP - SN VN 
2-Local economic "climate". . VP SP - SN VN 
3-Access to health care . . . VP SP - SN VN 
4-Access to public transport n. VP SP - SN VN 
5-Access to public schools. . VP SP - SN VN 
6-Access to a college/univ. . VP SP - SN VN 
7-Access to shopping. . . . . VP SP - SN VN 
8-Access to restaurants . . . VP SP - SN VN 
9-Access to church/temple . . VP SP - SN VN 
10-Access to outdoor recreat . VP SP - SN VN 
11-Access to national parks . VP SP - SN VN 
12-Present scenic quality . . VP SP - SN VN 
13-Present air quality. . . . VP SP - SN VN 
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14-Present water quality. . . . 
15-Police/sheriff protection. . 
16-Fire protection 
17-The Verde River 
18-Tuzigoot, M'zuma Castle/Well 
19-Local road system 
20-Fresent economic growth. . . 
21-Present population growth. . 
22-Local property values. . . . 
23-Investment value of prop'ty. 

VP SP - SN VN 
VP SP - SN VN 
VP SP - SN VN 
VP SP - SN VN 
VP SP - SN VN 
VP SP - SN VN 
VP SP - SN VN 
VP SP - SN VN 
VP SP - SN VN 
VP SP - SN VN 

PERSONAL INFORMATION 

Q-15. Which of the following describes you? (Circle the numbers of 
ALL that apply). 

1-Permanent Valley resident 
2-Part-time or seasonal Valley resident 
3-Employed locally full-time for salary or wages 
4-Employed locally part-time for salary or wages 
5-Not employed locally for salary or wages 
6-Registered as Republican 
7-Registered as Democrat 
8-Registered as Independent or other 
9-Majority of household income from real estate industry 

including private planning, design, development, 
construction, real estate sales and/or brokerage 

10-Majority of household income from government or public 
institution or agency, including schools 

11-Majority of household income from own business or self-
employment (not agriculture) 

12-Majority of household income from someone else's 
privately owned business (not agriculture) 

13-Majority of household income derives from tourism 
14-Majority of household income from agriculture or sources 

other than 9 through 13 above 
15-Majority of household purchases made in Cottonwood 
16-Majority of household purchases made in Phoenix 
17-Majority of household purchases made in Flagstaff 
18-Majority of household purchases made in Camp Verde 
19-Majority of household purchases made in Sedona 
20-Household member owns property on Verde River 
21-Household member owns property adjacent to public 

facility listed in Q-12 (which?) 
22-Professional resource manager in household 
23-Active conservationist in household 
24-Voted in last local general election 
25-Currently elected or appointed public official in 

household 
26-Live in a local city, town or community 
27-Live in a local rural location 
28-Subscribe to and read a local newspaper 
29-Get local news from local radio and/or television 
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30-Have attended a public meeting concerning local 
development sometime in the past two years 

31-Female 
32-Hale 

Q-16. How long have you lived in the Verde Valley altogether? 
(Circle the number of ALL that apply) 

1-0 to 5 years 
2-6 to 10 years 
3-11 to 15 years 
4-16 to 20 years 
5-more than 20 years 
6-A11 your life 
7-Was born here 

Q-17. Your age? (Circle the number of your response) 
1-18 to 25 years 
2-26 to 35 years 
3-36 to 45 years 
4-46 to 55 years 
5-56 to 65 years 
6-66 to 75 years 
7-over 75 years 

Q-18. Total annual household income? (Circle the number of your 
response) 

1-less than $5,000 
2-$5,000 to $9,999 
3-$10,000 to $19,999 
4-$20,000 to $29,999 
5-$30,000 to $39,999 
6-$40,000 to $49,999 
7-$50,000 to $74,999 
8-$75,000 to $99,999 
9-$100,000 or more 

Q-19. Your highest level of education attained? (Circle the number 
of your response) 

1-no formal education 
2-completed grade school 
3-completed middle or junior high school 
4-completed high school 
5-completed at least some college 
6-bachelor's degree 
7-master's degree 
8-doctoral or higher degree 

Q-20. Are there any comments you would like to make? We would be 
particularly interested in your views on growth in general, and/or 
on the rights of private property owners as weighed against public 
interests. 



APPENDIX B 

Telephone Questionaire of Land Use Decission Makers 

in the Verde Valley 
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QEMERAL ATTITUDES ABOUT GROWTH 

Q-l. How desirable or undesirable do you see different kinds of 
growth? 

TYPE OF DESIRABLE UNDESIRABLE 
GROWTH HIGHLY SOMEWHAT NEITHER SOMEWHAT HIGHLY 
1-Winter tourists SD N SU HU 
2-Summer tourists SD N SU HU 
3-Winter residents SD N SU HU 
4-Working permanent 

residents & dependents . . HD SD N SU HU 
5-Retired permanent 

residents & dependents . . HD SD N SU HU 
6-Industrial sector .... . HD SD N SU HU 
7-Commercial/service sector . HD SD N SU HU 
8-Single family residences. . HD SD N SU HU 
9-Seasonal Apartments . . . . HD SD N SU HU 
10-Permanent Apartments . . . HD SD N SU HU 
ll-Townhomes/patio homes. . . HD SD N SU HU 
12-Mobile home parks. . . . . HD SD N SU HU 
13-MoteIs SD N SU HU 
14-Restaurants SD N SU HU 
15-Fast food . )«D SD N SU HU 
16-Shopping malls SD N SU HU 
17-Resort hotels . HD SD N SU HU 

Q-2. Which of the following statements best reflects your opinion 
on how growth should be distributed in the Verde Valley? 

COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT 
1-should be concentrated primarily in Cottonwood 
2-should be concentrated mostly ih Cottonwood and Camp Verde 
3-should be distributed more evenly among all existing 
communities such as Cottonwood, Camp Verde, Clarkdale, Jerome 
4-should not be restricted to ainy particular area 

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT 
1-should be restricted to existing communities in the valley 
2-should not be restricted to any particular area 
3-other (describe) 

ATTITUDES ABOUT VERDE VALLEY RESOURCES 

Q-3. For each statement, please indicate your level of agreement 
with your response. 

STRONGLY STRONGLY 
AGREE AGREE NEITHER DISAGREE DISAGREE 
(SA) (A) (N) (D) (SD) 
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1-Commercial business and/or residential development on private 
land should be allowed only when Significant scenic views are 
adequately protected. 

SA A N D SD 

2-Commercial business and/or residential development on private 
land should be allowed only When significant wildlife and natural 
communities are adequately protected. 

SA A N D SD 

3-Commercial business and/or residential development on private 
land should be allowed only When significant historic and 
archaeologic resources are adequately protected. 

SA A N D SD 

4-The costs to private citizens of protecting these resources 
will be more than compensated by increases in property values, 
growth in economic activity and improved quality of living in the 
Valley. 

SA A N D SD 

MANAGEMENT OF GROWTH AMD RESOURCES 

Q-4. Indicate the extent to which you favor or oppose each of 
the following management strategies. 

STRONGLY SOMEWHAT SOMEWHAT STRONGLY 
FAVOR frAVOR NEITHER OPPOSE OPPOSE 
(F+) (F-) (N) (0-) (0+) 

1-The use of public funds to gradually purchase rights and 
interests in private lands along the Verde River Corridor for 
public uses. 

F+ F- N O- 0+ 

2-The use of public funds to gradually purchase rights and 
interests in private lands bordering Tuzigoot, Montezuma Castle, 
Montezuma Well, Dead Horse Ranch State Park, Bignotti Beach, 1000 
Trails, Fort Verde State Historic Park, Jerome State Historic 
Park, and the Verde River Corridor to buffer them from the 
pressures of offsite development. 

F+ F- N O- 0+ 

3-Designation of a water management authority for the Verde 
Valley with authority to allocate water resources among users, to 
promote and enforce water conservation, to protect water quality 
of the Verde River, and to promote its rational use for 
environmentally sensitive development in the Valley. 

F+ F- N 0- 0+ 
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4-In the event of chronic overuse of Verde River Corridor 
recreational facilities, would you favor 

reservations for selected uses or areas 
fees for selected uses or ateas 
limiting parking at frequently used areas 
developing access points far from 
population centers and restricting those 
closer 

not restricting use in any active way 
restricting publicity about the area 
to potential visitors or tourists 

F+ F- N 0- o+ 
F+ F- N 0- o+ 
F+ F- N 0- 0+ 

F+ F- N 0- 0+ 
F+ F- N 0- o+ 

F+ F- N O- 0+ 

5-Promoting strongly the Verde Valley and its features to 
potential visitors or tourists, both in and out of state. 

F+ F- N O- o+ 

6-Public control and limitation of livestock grazing on all lands 
in the Verde Valley as necessary to protect the quality and 
quantity of flows in the Verde River. 

F+ F- N O- 0+ 

7-Public control and limitation of irrigated farming in the 
Verde Valley as necessary to protect the quality and quantity of 
flows in the Verde River. 

F+ F- N O- 0+ 

8-Public control and limitation of residential or commercial 
development in the Verde Valley as necessary to protect the 
quality and quantity of flows in the Verde River. 

F+ F- N O- 0+ 

9-Blocking all further transfers, trades or sales of water out of 
the Verde Valley. 

F+ F- N O- 0+ 

10-The development of an upstream dam and reservoir to regulate 
flows, i.e. for higher flows duririg drier low-flow times, and for 
lower flows during flood danger times. 

F+ F- N O- 0+ 

11-The requirement that development on lands immediately adjacent 
to Tuzigoot National Monument, Montezuma Castle, Montezuma Well, 
Dead Horse Ranch State Park, Thousand Trails, Bignotti Beach, 
Fort Verde State Historic Park, or Jerome State Historic Park, be 
subject to a public planning and/or review process to ensure 
protection of those resources. 

F+ F- N O- 0+ 

12-Vesting a Valley-wide authority with power to protect the 
Valley's scenic, natural and cultural/historic resources through 
various means including a public planning and review process for 
development and use of surrounding lands. 

F+ F- N O- 0+ 
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13-Levying new property taxes ad necessary to finance 
improvements along the Verde River Corridor and for the 
protection of the Valley's scenic, natural and cultural/historic 
resources. 

F+ F- N 0- 0+ 

14-Levying new general sales taxes as necessary to finance 
improvements along the Verde River Corridor and for the 
protection of the Valley's scenic, natural and cultural/historic 
resources. 

F+ F- N 0- 0+ 

15-Levying new surtaxes at hotels, motels and restaurants as 
necessary to finance improvements along the Verde River Corridor 
and for the protection of the Valley's scenic, natural and 
cultural/historic resources. 

F+ F- N 0- 0+ 

16-Stringent and comprehensive valley-wide land use controls to 
effect protection of the Verde River Corridor and of the Valley's 
scenic, natural and cultural/historic resources. 

F+ F- N 0- 0+ 

17-Expanding the Yavapai County Board of Supervisors to a larger, 
more representative number. 

F+ F- N 0- 0+ 

Q-5. What percentage of water and tax resources, in the Verde 
Valley would you allocate to maintain: 

residential development 
commercial or industrual development 
agriculture 
wildlife protection 
recreational and tourism activity 

What percentage of water and tax resources, in the Verde 
Valley would you allocate to develop or improve the same 
categories: 

residential development 
commercial or industrual development 
agriculture 
wildlife protection 
recreational and tourism activity 

Q-6. The following is a list of some specific resources now in 
the Verde Valley. How many times have you visited the following 
places for pleasure in this past year and the titak number or 
people who have accompanied you on those visits. 

NUMBER OF NUMBER OF NUMBER OF NUMBER OF 
TIMES PEOPLE TIMES PEOPLE 
PAST WITH PAST 5 WITH 
YEAR YOU YEARS YOU 



Bignotti Beach 

Verde River Corridor 

Dead Horse Ranch State 
Park 

Jerome State Historic 
Park 

1000 Trails 

Tuzigoot National 
Monument 

Montezuma Castle Nat'l 
Monument 

Montezuma Well 

Fort Verde State Historic 
Park 

Please estimate the number of times you have visited those places 
for pleasure IN THE PAST 5 YfiARS, and the TOTAL number of people 
you have taken there or who have accompanied you during all those 
visits. 

Q-7. How do you personally feel the following factors affect 
your own personal quality of living at the present time? 

DOESN'T 
APPLY 

1-Local land use planning . 
2-Local economic "climate". 
3-Access to health care . . 
4-Access to public transport 
5-Access to public schools. 
6-Access to a college/univ. 
7-Access to shopping. . . . 
8-Access to restaurants . . 
9-Access to church/temple . 
10-Access to outdoor recreat 
11-Access to national parks 
12-Present scenic quality . 
13-Present air quality. . . 
14-Present water quality. . 
15-Police/sheriff protection 
16-Fire protection 

POSITIVELY OR NEGATIVELY 
VERY SOMEWHAT NEITHER SOMEWHAT VERY 
(VP) (SP) (-) (SN) (VN) 

. VP SP — SN VN 

. vjp SP - SN VN 

. VP SP - SN VN 
i. VP SP - SN VN 
. Vt> SP - SN VN 
. VP SP - SN VN 
. VP SP - SN VN 
. Vfc SP - SN VN 
. vt> SP - SN VN 
. VP SP - SN VN 
. VP SP - SN VN 
. VP SP - SN VN 
. VP SP - SN VN 
. VP SP - SN VN 
. VP SP - SN VN 

SP - SN VN 
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17-The Verde River 
18-Tuzigoot, M'zuma Castle/Well 
19-Local road system 
20-Present economic growth. . . 
21-Present population growth. . 
22-Local property values. . . . 
23-Investment value of prop'ty. 

VP SP - SN VN 
VP SP - SN VN 
VI> SP - SN VN 
VP SP - SN VN 
VP SP - SN VN 
VP SP - SN VN 
Vt> SP - SN VN 

Q-16. In what category does yout age fall? 
1-18 to 25 years 
2-26 to 35 years 
3-36 to 45 years 
4-46 to 55 years 
5-56 to 65 years 
6-66 to 75 years 
7-over 75 years 

Q-17. in what category does your annual household income fall? 
1-$10,000 to $19,999 
2-$20,000 to $29,999 
3-$30,000 to $39,999 
4-$40,000 to $49,999 
5-$50,000 to $74,999 
6-$75,000 to $99,999 
7-$l00,000 or more 

Q-18. What is your highest level of education attained? 
1-completed high school 
2-completed at least some college 
3-bachelor's degree 
4-master's degree 
5-doctoral or higher degree 

Q-19. Are there any other comments you would like to make? We 
are particularly interested in your views on the presence of the 
National Park Service units in the Valley and the impacts of 
tourism on the community. 
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